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Abstract
Graphs are extremely versatile and ubiquitous mathematical structures with poten-
tial to model a wide range of domains. For this reason, graph problems have been of
interest since the early days of computer science. Some of these problems consider
substructures of a graph that have certain properties. These substructures of inter-
est, generally called patterns, are often meaningful in the domain being modeled.
Classic examples of patterns include spanning trees, cycles and subgraphs.
This thesis focuses on the topic of explicitly listing all the patterns existing in
an input graph. One of the defining features of this problem is that the number of
patterns is frequently exponential on the size of the input graph. Thus, the time
complexity of listing algorithms is parameterized by the size of the output.
The main contribution of this work is the presentation of optimal algorithms for
four different problems of listing patterns in graphs. These algorithms are framed
within the same generic approach, based in a recursive partition of the search space
that divides the problem into subproblems. The key to an efficient implementation
of this approach is to avoid recursing into subproblems that do not list any patterns.
With this goal in sight, a dynamic data structure, called the certificate, is introduced
and maintained throughout the recursion. Moreover, properties of the recursion tree
and lower bounds on the number of patterns are used to amortize the cost of the
algorithm on the size of the output.
The first problem introduced is the listing of all k-subtrees: trees of fixed size k
that are subgraphs of an undirected input graph. The solution is presented incremen-
tally to illustrate the generic approach until an optimal output-sensitive algorithm
is reached. This algorithm is optimal in the sense that it takes time proportional to
the time necessarily required to read the input and write the output.
The second problem is that of listing k-subgraphs: connected induced subgraphs
of size k in an undirected input graph. An optimal algorithm is presented, taking
time proportional to the size of the input graph plus the edges in the k-subgraphs.
The third and fourth problems are the listing of cycles and listing of paths be-
tween two vertices in an undirected input graph. An optimality-preserving reduction
from listing cycles to listing paths is presented. Both problems are solved optimally,
in time proportional to the size of the input plus the size of the output.
The algorithms presented improve previously known solutions and achieve opti-
mal time bounds. The thesis concludes by pointing future directions for the topic.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents the contributions and organization of this thesis. Let us start
by briefly framing the title “Efficiently Listing Combinatorial Patterns in Graphs”.
Graphs. Graphs are an ubiquitous abstract model of both natural and man-
made structures. Since Leonhard Euler’s famous use of graphs to solve the Seven
Bridges of Ko¨nigsberg [19, 33], graph models have been applied in computer science,
linguistics, chemistry, physics and biology [14, 70]. Graphs, being discrete structures,
are posed for problems of combinatorial nature [14] – often easy to state and difficult
to solve.
Combinatorial patterns. The term “pattern” is used as an umbrella of con-
cepts to describe substructures and attributes that are considered to have signifi-
cance in the domain being modeled. Searching, matching, enumerating and indexing
patterns in strings, trees, regular expressions or graphs are widely researched areas
of computer science and mathematics. This thesis is focused on patterns of combi-
natorial nature. In the particular case of graphs, these patterns are subgraphs or
substructures that have certain properties. Examples of combinatorial patterns in
graphs include spanning trees, graph minors, subgraphs and paths [49, 76].
Listing. The problem of graph enumeration, pioneered by Po´lya, Caley and
Redfield, focuses on counting the number of graphs with certain properties as a
function of the number of vertices and edges in those graphs [38]. Philippe Flajolet
and Robert Sedgewick have introduced techniques for deriving generating functions
of such objects [23]. The problem of counting patterns occurring in graphs (as
opposed to the enumeration of the graphs themselves) is more algorithmic in nature.
With the introduction of new theoretical tools, such as parameterized complexity
theory [17, 24], several new results have been achieved in the last decade [34, 51].
In the research presented, we tackle the closely related problem of listing patterns
in graphs: i.e. explicitly outputting each pattern found in an input graph. Although
this problem can be seen as a type of exhaustive enumeration (in fact, it is common
in the literature that the term enumeration is used), the nature of both problems is
considered different as the patterns have to be explicitly generated [49, 76].
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Complexity. One of the defining features of the problem of listing combinatorial
patterns is that there frequently exists an exponential number of patterns in the
input graph. This implies that there are no polynomial-time algorithms for this
family of problems. Nevertheless, the time complexity of algorithms for the problem
of listing patterns in graphs can still be analyzed. The two most common approaches
are: (i) output-sensitive analysis, i.e. analyzing the time complexity of the algorithm
as a function of the output and input size, and (ii) time delay, i.e. bounding the time
it takes from the output of one pattern to the next in function of the size of the
input graph and the pattern.
1.1 Contribution
This thesis presents a new approach for the problem of listing combinatorial patterns
in an input graph G with uniquely labeled vertices. At the basis of our technique
[20, 10], we list the set of patterns in G by recursively using a binary partition: (i)
listing the set of patterns that include a vertex (or edge), and (ii) listing the set of
patterns that do not include that vertex (resp. edge).
The core of the technique is to maintain a dynamic data structure that efficiently
tests if the set of patterns is empty, avoiding branches of the recursion that do not
output any patterns. This problem of dynamic data structures is very different
from the classical view of fully-dynamic or decrementally-dynamic data structures.
Traditionally, the cost of operations in a dynamic data structure is amortized over a
sequence of arbitrary operations. In our case, the binary-partition method induces
a well defined order in which the operations are performed. This allows a much
better amortization of the cost. Moreover, the existence of lower bounds (even if
very weak) on the number of the combinatorial patterns in a graph allows a better
amortization of the cost of the recursion and the maintenance of the dynamic data
structure.
This approach is applied to the listing of the following four different patterns
in undirected graphs: k-subtrees1, k-subgraphs, st-paths2 and cycles2. In all four
cases, we obtain optimal output-sensitive algorithms, running in time proportional
to the size of the input graph plus the size of the output patterns.
1.1.1 Listing k-subtrees
Given an undirected connected graph G = (V,E), where V is the set of vertices and
E the set of edges, a k-subtree T is a set of edges T ⊆ E that is acyclic, connected
and contains k vertices. We present the first optimal output-sensitive algorithm for
listing the k-subtrees in input graph G. When s is the number of k-subtrees in G,
our algorithm solves the problem in O(sk) time.
1This result has been published in [20].
2These results have been published in [10].
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We present our solution starting from the binary-partition method. We divide
the problem of listing the k-subtrees in G into two subproblems by taking an edge e ∈
E: (i) we list the k-subtrees that contain e, and (ii) list those that do not contain e.
We proceed recursively on these subproblems until there is just one k-subtree to be
listed. This method induces a binary recursion tree, and all the k-subtrees are listed
when reaching the leaves of this recursion tree.
Although this first approach is output sensitive, it is not optimal. One problem
is that each adjacency list in G can be of length O(n), but we cannot pay such a
cost in each recursive call. Also, we need to maintain a certificate throughout the
recursive calls to guarantee a priori that at least one k-subtree will be generated.
By exploiting more refined structural properties of the recursion tree, we present
our algorithmic ideas until an optimal output-sensitive listing is obtained.
1.1.2 Listing k-subgraphs
When considering an undirected connected graph G, a k-subgraph is a connected
subgraph of G induced by a set of k vertices. We propose an algorithm to solve the
problem of listing all the k-subgraphs in G. Our algorithm is optimal: solving the
problem in time proportional to the size of the input graph G plus the size of the
edges in the k-subgraphs to output.
We apply the binary-partition method, dividing the problem of listing all the
k-subgraphs in two subproblems by taking a vertex v ∈ V : we list the k-subgraphs
that contain v; and those that do not contain v. We recurse on these subproblems
until no k-subgraphs remain to be listed. This method induces a binary recursion
tree where the leaves correspond to k-subgraphs.
In order to reach an optimal algorithm, we maintain a certificate that allows us
to determine efficiently if there exists at least one k-subgraph in G at any point in
the recursion. Furthermore, we select the vertex v (which divides the problem into
two subproblems), in a way that facilitates the maintenance of the certificate.
1.1.3 Listing cycles and st-paths
Listing all the simple cycles (hereafter just called cycles) in a graph is a classical
problem whose efficient solutions date back to the early 70s. For a directed graph
with n vertices and m edges, containing η cycles, the best known solution in the
literature is given by Johnson’s algorithm [43] and takes O((η + 1)(m + n)) time.
This algorithm can be adapted to undirected graphs, maintaining the same time
complexity. Surprisingly, this time complexity is not optimal for undirected graphs:
to the best of our knowledge, no theoretically faster solutions have been proposed
in almost 40 years.
We present the first optimal solution to list all the cycles in an undirected graph
G, improving the time bound of Johnson’s algorithm. Specifically, let C(G) denote
the set of all these cycles, and observe that |C(G)| = η. For a cycle c ∈ C(G), let |c|
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denote the number of edges in c. Our algorithm requires O(m +
∑
c∈C(G) |c|) time
and is asymptotically optimal: indeed, Ω(m) time is necessarily required to read the
input G, and Ω(
∑
c∈C(G) |c|) time is required to list the output.
We also present the first optimal solution to list all the simple paths from s
to t (shortly, st-paths) in an undirected graph G. Let Pst(G) denote the set of
st-paths in G and, for an st-path pi ∈ Pst(G), let |pi| be the number of edges in pi.
Our algorithm lists all the st-paths in G optimally in O(m +
∑
pi∈Pst(G) |pi|) time,
observing that Ω(
∑
pi∈Pst(G) |pi|) time is required to list the output.
While the basic approach is simple, we use a number of non-trivial ideas to
obtain our optimal algorithm for an undirected graph G. We start by presenting an
optimality-preserving reduction from the problem of listing cycles to the problem
of listing st-paths. Focusing on listing st-paths, we consider the decomposition of
the graph into biconnected components and use the property that st-paths pass in
certain articulation points to restrict the problem to one biconnected component at
a time. We then use the binary-partition method to list: (i) st-paths that contain
an edge e, and (ii) those that do not contain e. We make use of a certificate of
existence of at least one st-path and prove that the cost of maintaining the certificate
throughout the recursion can be amortized. A key factor of the amortization is the
existence of a lower bound on the number of st-paths in a biconnected component.
1.2 Organization
After this brief introduction, let us outline the organization of this thesis.
Chapter 2 introduces background information on the topic at hand. In Sec-
tion 2.1, we start by illustrating uses of graphs and reviewing basic concepts in
graph theory. Section 2.2 motivates the results presented, by introducing combina-
torial patterns and their applications in diverse areas. We proceed into Section 2.3
where an overview of listing and enumeration of patterns is given and the state of
the art is reviewed. For a review of the state of the art on each problem tackled,
the reader is referred to the introductory text of the respective chapter. We final-
ize the chapter with Section 2.4 which includes an overview of the techniques used
throughout the thesis and explains how they are framed within the state of the art.
Chapters 3 to 5 give a detailed and formal view of the problems handled and
results achieved. In Chapter 3 we provide an incremental introduction to the opti-
mal output-sensitive algorithm to list k-subtrees, starting from a vanilla version of
the binary-partition method and step by step introducing the certificate and amor-
tization techniques used. Chapter 4 directly presents the optimal output-sensitive
algorithm for the problem of listing k-subgraphs. Similarly, the results achieved on
the problems of listing cycles and st-paths are presented in Chapter 5.
We finalize this exposition with Chapter 6, reviewing the main contributions
and presenting some future directions and improvements to the efficient listing of
combinatorial patterns in graphs.
Chapter 2
Background
2.1 Graphs
Graphs are abstract mathematical structures that consist of objects, called vertices,
and links that connect pairs of vertices, called edges. Although the term graph
was only coined in 1876 by Sylvester, the study of graphs dates back to 1736 when
Euler published his famous paper on the bridges of Ko¨ningsberg [33, 19]. With
the contributions of Caley, Po´lya, De Bruijn, Peterson, Robertson, Seymour, Erdo¨s,
Re´nyi and many many others, the field of graph theory developed and provided the
tools for what is considered one of the most versatile mathematical structures.
A classical example of a graph is the rail network of a country: vertices represent
the stations and there is an edge between two vertices if they represent consecutive
stations along the same railroad. This is an example of an undirected graph since the
notion of consecutive station is a symmetric relation. Another example is provided
by the World Wide Web: the vertices are the websites and two are adjacent if there
is a direct link from one to the other. Graphs of this latter type are called directed
graphs, since a link from one website to the other does not imply the reverse. These
edges are sometimes called directed edges or arcs.
2.1.1 Applications
There are vast practical uses of graphs. As an example, Stanford Large Dataset
Collection [54] includes graphs from domains raging from jazz musicians to metabolic
networks. In this section, we take a particular interest in graphs as a model of
biological functions and processes. For further information about different domains,
[70, 14] are recommended as a starting point.
Metabolic networks. The physiology of living cells is controlled by chemical
reactions and regulatory interactions. Metabolic pathways model these individual
processes. The collection of distinct pathways co-existing within a cell is called a
metabolic network. Interestingly, with the development of the technology to se-
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(a) Undirected graph G1
a
b
c d
e
(b) Directed graph G2
a
b
c d
e
(c) Biconnected graph G3
Figure 2.1: Examples of graphs
quence the genome, it has been possible to link some of its regions to metabolic
pathways. This allows a better modeling of these networks and, through simulation
and reconstruction, it possible to have in-depth insight into the key features of the
metabolism of organisms.
Protein-protein interaction networks. Proteins have many biological func-
tions, taking part in processes such as DNA replication and mediating signals from
the outside to the inside of a cell. In these processes, two or more proteins bind
together. These interactions play important roles in diseases (e.g. cancer) and can
be modeled through graphs.
Gene regulatory networks. Segments of DNA present in a cell interact with
each other through their RNA and protein expression products. There are also
interactions occurring with the other substances present in the cell. These processes
govern the rates of transcription of genes and can be modeled through a network.
Signaling networks. These networks integrate metabolic, protein-protein in-
teraction and gene regulatory networks to model how signals are transduced within
or between cells.
2.1.2 Definitions
Let us now introduce some formalism and notation when dealing with graphs. We
will recall some of the concepts introduced here on the preliminaries of Chapters 3-5.
Undirected graphs. A graph G is an ordered pair G = (V,E) where V is the
set of vertices and E is the set of edges. The order of a graph is the number of
vertices |V | and its size the number of edges |E|. In the case of undirected graphs,
an edge e ∈ E is an unordered pair e = (u, v) with u, v ∈ V . Graph G is said to be
simple if: (i) there are no loops, i.e. edges that start and end in the same vertex, and
(ii) there are no parallel edges, i.e. multiple edges between the same pair of vertices.
Otherwise, E is a multiset and G is called a multigraph. Figure 2.1(a) shows the
example of undirected graph G1.
Given a simple undirected graph G = (V,E), vertices u, v ∈ V are said to be
adjacent if there exists an edge (u, v) ∈ E. The set of vertices adjacent to a vertex
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u is called its neighborhood and is denoted by N(u) = {v | (u, v) ∈ E}. An edge
e ∈ E is incident in u if u ∈ e. The degree deg(u) of a vertex u ∈ V is the number
of edges incident in u, that is deg(u) = |N(u)|.
Directed graphs. In case of directed graph G = (V,E), an edge e ∈ E has
an orientation and therefore is an ordered pair of vertices e = (u, v). Figure 2.1(b)
shows the example of directed graph G2. The neighborhood N(u) of a vertex u ∈ V ,
is the union of the out-neighborhood N+(u) = {v | (u, v) ∈ E} and in-neighborhood
N−(u) = {v | (v, u) ∈ E}. Likewise, the degree deg(u) is the union of the out-
degree deg+(u) = |N+(u)| and the in-degree deg−(u) = |N−(u)|.
Subgraphs. A graph G′ = (V ′, E ′) is said to be a subgraph of G = (E, V ) if
V ′ ⊆ V and E ′ ⊆ E. The subgraph G′ is said to be induced if and only if e ∈ E ′
for every edge e = (u, v) ∈ E with u, v ∈ V ′. A subgraph of G induced by a vertex
set V ′ is denoted by G[V ′].
Biconnected graphs. An undirected graph G = (V,E) is said to be bicon-
nected if it remains connected after the removal of any vertex v ∈ V . The complete
graph of two vertices if considered biconnected. Figure 2.1(c) shows the example
of biconnected graph G3. A biconnected component is a maximal biconnected sub-
graph. An articulation point (or cut vertex ) is any vertex whose removal increases
the number of biconnected components in G. Note that any connected graph can
be decomposed into a tree of biconnected components, called the block tree of the
graph. The biconnected components in the block tree are attached to each other by
shared articulation points.
2.2 Combinatorial patterns in graphs
Combinatorial patterns in an input graph are constrained substructures of interest
for the domain being modeled. As an example, a cycle in a graph modeling the rail-
way network of a country could represent a service that can be efficiently performed
by a single train. In different domains, there exists a myriad of different structures
with meaningful interpretations. We focus on generic patterns such as subgraphs,
trees, cycles and paths, which have broad applications in different domains. In ad-
dition to the patterns studied in this thesis, we also introduce other patterns where
the techniques presented are likely to have applications.
2.2.1 k-subtrees
Given a simple (without loops or parallel edges), undirected and connected graph
G = (V,E) with n := |V | and an integer k ∈ [2, n], a k-subtree T of G is an acyclic
connected subgraph of G with k vertices. Formally, T ⊆ E, |T | = k − 1, and T is
an unrooted, unordered, free tree. Figure 2.2(a) shows the example of the 4-subtree
T1 of graph G1 from Figure 2.1(a).
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(a) 4-subtree T1 of G1
b
c d
e
(b) 4-subgraph G1[{b, c, d, e}]
a
b
c d
e
(c) ab-path pi1 in G1
a
b
c d
e
(d) cycle c1 in G1
a
c d
e
(e) induced path pi2 in G3
b
c d
e
(f) chordless cycle c2 in G3
a
b
c
e
(g) ac-bubble b1 in G2
Figure 2.2: Examples of patterns
Trees that are a subgraph of an input graph G = (V,E) have been considered
significant since the early days of graph theory. Examples of such trees that have
been deeply studied include spanning trees [32] and Steiner trees [42]. Interestingly,
when k = |V |, the k-subtrees of G are its spanning trees. Thus, k-subtrees can be
considered a generalization of spanning trees.
In several domains, e.g. biological networks, researchers are interested in local
structures [29, 12] that represent direct interactions of the components of the network
(see Section 2.1.1). In these domains, k-subtrees model acyclic interactions between
those components. In [102], the authors present related applications of k-subtrees.
2.2.2 k-subgraphs
Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), a set of vertices V ′ ⊆ V induces a subgraph
G[V ′] = (V ′, E ′) where E ′ = {(u, v) | u, v ∈ V ′ and (u, v) ∈ E}. A k-subgraph
is a connected induced subgraph G[V ′] with k vertices. Figure 2.2(b) shows the
example of the 4-subgraph G1[V
′] with V ′ = {b, c, d, e} (graph G1 is available on
Figure 2.1(a)).
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The subgraphs of an input graph have the been subject of study [92, 60, 7, 84] of
many researchers. We highlight the recent interest of the bioinformatics community
in network motifs [63]. Network motifs are k-subgraphs that appear more frequently
in an input graph than what would be expected in random networks. These motifs
are likely to be components in the function of the network. In fact, motifs extracted
from gene regulatory networks [53, 63, 81] have been shown to perform definite
functional roles.
2.2.3 st-paths and cycles
Given a directed or undirected graph G = (V,E), a path in G is a subgraph pi =
(V ′, E ′) ⊆ G of the form:
V ′ = {u1, u2, . . . , uk} E ′ = {(u1, u2), (u2, u3), . . . , (uk−1, uk)}
where all the ui ∈ V ′ are distinct (and therefore a path is simple by definition).
We refer to a path pi by its natural sequence of vertices or edges. A path pi from s
to t, or st-path, is denoted by pi = s  t. Figure 2.2(c) shows the example of the
ab-path pi1 in graph G1 from Figure 2.1(a).
When pi = u1, u2, . . . , uk is a path, k ≥ 3 and edge (uk, u1) ∈ E then c =
pi+ (uk, u1) is a cycle in G. Figure 2.2(d) shows the example of the cycle c1 in graph
G1 from Figure 2.1(a). We denote the number of edges in a path pi by |pi| and in a
cycle c by |c|.
Cycles have broad applications in many fields. Following our bioinformatics
theme, cycles in metabolic networks represent cyclic metabolic pathways which are
known to often be functionally important (e.g. Krebs cycle [62]). Other domains
where cycles and st-paths are considered important include symbolic model checking
[61], telecommunication networks [28, 80] and circuit design [6].
2.2.4 Induced paths, chordless cycles and holes
Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and vertices s, t ∈ V , an induced path
pi = s  t is an induced subgraph of G that is a path from s to t. By definition,
there exists an edge between each pair of vertices adjacent in pi and there are no
edges that connect two non-adjacent vertices. Figure 2.2(e) shows the example of
the induced path pi2 in graph G3 from Figure 2.1(c). Note that pi1 in Figure 2.2(e)
is not an induced path in G3 due to the existence of edges (a, b) and (b, e).
Similarly, a chordless cycle c is an induced subgraph of G that is a cycle. Chord-
less cycles are also sometimes called induced cycles or, when |c| > 4, holes. Fig-
ure 2.2(f) shows the example of the chordless cycle c2 in graph G3 from Figure 2.1(c).
Many important graph families are characterized in terms of induced paths and
induced cycles. One example are chordal graphs: graphs with no holes. Other
examples include distance hereditary graphs [11], trivially perfect graphs [31] and
block graphs [37].
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2.2.5 st-bubbles
Given a directed graph G = (V,E), and two vertices s, t ∈ V , a st-bubble b is an
unordered pair b = (P,Q) of st-paths P,Q whose inner-vertices are disjoint (i.e.:
P ∩Q = {s, t}). The term bubble (also called a mouth) refers to st-bubbles without
fixing the source and target (i.e. ∀s, t ∈ V ). Figure 2.2(g) shows the example of the
ac-bubble b1 in directed graph G2 from Figure 2.1(b).
Bubbles represent polymorphisms in models of the DNA. Specifically, in De
Bruijn graphs (a directed graph) generated by the reads of a DNA sequencing
project, bubbles can represent two different traits occurring in the same species
or population [69, 74]. Moreover, bubbles can can also represents sequencing errors
in the DNA sequencing project [83, 109, 9].
2.3 Listing
Informally, given an input graph G and a definition of pattern P , a listing problem
asks to output all substructures of graph G that satisfy the properties of pattern P .
Listing combinatorial patterns in graphs has been a long-time problem of interest.
In his 1970 book [66], Moon remarks “Many papers have been written giving algo-
rithms, of varying degrees of usefulness, for listing the spanning trees of a graph”1.
Among others, he cites [35, 18, 101, 22, 21] – some of these early papers date back
to the beginning of the XX century. More recently, in the 1960s, Minty proposed
an algorithm to list all spanning trees [64]. Other results from Welch, Tiernan and
Tarjan for this and other problems soon followed [104, 90, 89].
It is not easy to find a reference book or survey with the state of the art in
this area, [38, 8, 76, 49] partially cover the material. In this section we present a
brief overview of the theory, techniques and problems of the area. For a review of
the state of the art related with the problems tackled, we refer the reader to the
introductory text of each chapter.
2.3.1 Complexity
One defining characteristic of the problem of listing combinatorial patterns in graphs
is that the number of patterns present in the input is often exponential in the input
size. Thus, the number of patterns and the output size have to be taken into account
when analyzing the time complexity of these algorithms. Several notions of output-
sensitive efficiency have been proposed:
1. Polynomial total time. Introduced by Tarjan in [89], a listing algorithm runs
in polynomial total time if its time complexity is polynomial in the input and
output size.
1This citation was found in [76]
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2. P-enumerability. Introduced by Valiant in [99, 100], an algorithm P-enumerates
the patterns of a listing problem if its running time is O(p(n)s), where p(n) is
a polynomial in the input size n and s is the number of solutions to output.
When this algorithm uses space polynomial in the input size only, Fukuda
introduced the term strong P-enumerability [25].
3. Polynomial delay. An algorithm has delay D if: (i) the time taken to output
the first solution is O(D), and (ii) the time taken between the output of any
two consecutive solutions is O(D). Introduced by Johnson, Yannakakis and
Papadimitriou [44], an algorithm has polynomial (resp. linear, quadratic, . . . )
delay if D is polynomial (resp. linear, quadratic, . . . ) in the size of the input.
In [75], Rospocher proposed a hierarchy of complexity classes that take these
concepts into account. He introduces a notion of reduction between these classes
and some listing problems were proven to be complete for the class LP: the listing
analogue of class #P for counting problems.
We define an algorithm for a listing problem to be optimally output sensitive if
the running time of the algorithm is O(n + q), where n is the input size and q is
the size of the output. Although this is a notion of optimality for when the output
has to be explicitly represented, it is possible that the output can be encoded in the
form of the differences between consecutive patterns in the sequence of patterns to
be listed.
2.3.2 Techniques
Since combinatorial patterns in graphs have different properties and constraints,
it is complex to have generic algorithmic techniques that work for large classes of
problems. Some of the ideas used for the listing of combinatorial structures [30, 52,
107] can be adapted to the listing of combinatorial patterns in those structures. Let
us present some of the known approaches.
Backtrack search. According to this approach, a backtracking algorithm finds
the solutions for a listing problem by exploring the search space and abandoning
a partial solution (thus, the name “backtracking”) that cannot be completed to a
valid one. For further information see [73].
Binary partition. An algorithm that follows this approach recursively divides
the search space into two parts. In the case of graphs, this is generally done by
taking an edge (or a vertex) and: (i) searching for all solutions that include that
edge (resp. vertex), and (ii) searching for all solutions that do not include that edge
(resp. vertex). This method is presented with further detail in Section 2.4.1.
Contraction–deletion. Similarly to the binary-partition approach, this tech-
nique is characterized by recursively dividing the search space in two. By taking
an edge of the graph, the search space is explored by: (i) contraction of the edge,
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i.e. merging the endpoints of the edge and their adjacency list, and (ii) deletion of
the edge. For further information the reader is referred to [13]
Gray codes. According to this technique, the space of solutions is encoded in
such a way that consecutive solutions differ by a constant number of modifications.
Although not every pattern has properties that allow such encoding, this technique
leads to very efficient algorithms. For further information see [78].
Reverse search This is a general technique to explore the space of solutions by
reversing a local search algorithm. Considering a problem with a unique maximum
objective value, there exist local search algorithms that reach the objective value
using simple operations. One such example is the Simplex algorithm. The idea
of reverse search is to start from this objective value and reverse the direction of
the search. This approach implicitly generates a tree of the search space that is
traversed by the reverse search algorithm. One of the properties of this tree is that
it has bounded height, a useful fact for proving the time complexity of the algorithm.
Avis and Fukuda introduced this idea in [5].
Although there is some literature on techniques for enumeration problems [97,
98], many more techniques and “tricks” have been introduced when attacking par-
ticular problems. For a deep understanding of the topic, the reader is recommended
to review the work of David Avis, Komei Fukuda, Shin-ichi Nakano, Takeaki Uno.
2.3.3 Problems
As a contribution for researchers starting to explore the topic of listing patterns in
graphs, we present a table with the most relevant settings of problems and a list of
state of the art references. For the problems tackled in this thesis, a more detailed
review is presented on the introductory text of Chapters 3, 4 and 5.
Cycles and Paths See [10] and [43]
Spanning trees See [82]
Subgraphs See [5], [50]
Matchings See [93], [72], [26] and [94]
Cut-sets See [91], [4]
Independent sets See [44]
Induced paths, cycles, holes See [95]
Cliques, pseudo-cliques See [65], [56] and [96]
Colorings See [59] and [58]
2.4 Overview of the techniques used
In this section, we present an overview of the approach we have applied to problems
of listing combinatorial patterns in graphs. Let us start by describing the binary
partition method and then introduce the concept of certificate.
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2.4.1 Binary partition method
Binary partition is a method for recursively subdividing the search space of the
problem. In the case of a graph G = (V,E), we can take an edge e ∈ E (or a vertex
v ∈ V ) and list: (i) all the patterns that include e, and (ii) all the patterns that do
not include edge e.
Formally, let S(G) denote the set of patterns in G. For each pattern p ∈ S(G),
a prefix p′ of p is a substructure of pattern p, denoted by p′ ⊆ p. Let S(p′, G) be
the set of patterns in G that have p′ as a substructure. By taking an edge e ∈ E,
we can write the following recurrence:
S (p′, G) = S (p′ + {e}, G) ∪ S (p′, G− {e}) (2.1)
Noting that the left side is disjoint with the right side of the recurrence, this can
be a good starting point to enumerate the patterns in G.
In order to implement this idea efficiently, one key point is to maintain S(p′, G) 6=
∅ as an invariant. Generally speaking, maintaining the invariant on the left side of
the recurrence is easier than on the right side. Since we can take any edge e ∈ E
to partition the space, we can use the definition of the pattern to select an edge
that maintains the invariant. For example, if the pattern is connected, we augment
the prefix with an edge that is connected to it. In order to maintain this invariant
efficiently, we introduce the concept of a certificate.
2.4.2 Certificates
When implementing an algorithm using recurrence 2.1, we maintain a certificate
that guaranties that S(p′, G) 6= ∅. An example of a certificate is a pattern p ⊇ p′.
In the recursive step, we select an edge e that interacts as little as possible with the
certificate and thus facilitates its maintenance. In the ideal case, a certificate C is
both the certificate of S(p′, G) and of S(p′, G − {e}). Although this is not always
possible, we are able to amortize the cost of modifying the certificate.
During the recursion we are able to avoid copying the certificate and maintain
it instead. We use data structures that preserve previous versions of itself when
they are modified. These data structures, usually called persistent, allow us to be
efficient in terms of the space.
2.4.3 Adaptive amortized analysis
The problem of maintaining a certificate is very different than the traditional view of
dynamic data structures. When considering fully-dynamic or partially-dynamic data
structures, the cost of operations is usually amortized after a sequence of arbitrary
insertions and deletions. In the case of maintaining the certificate throughout the
recursion, the sequence of operations is not arbitrary. As an example, when we
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remove an edge from the graph, the edge is added back again on the callback of the
recursion. Furthermore, we have some control over the recursion as we can select the
edge e in a way that facilitates the maintenance of the certificate (and its analysis).
Another key idea is that a certificate can provide a lower bound on the size of
set S(p′, G). We have designed certificates whose time to maintain is proportional
to the lower bound on the number of patterns they provide.
Summing up, the body of work presented in this thesis revolves around shaping
the recursion tree, designing and efficiently implementing the certificate while using
graph theoretical properties to amortize the costs of it all.
Chapter 3
Listing k-subtrees
Given an undirected connected graph G = (V,E) with n vertices and m edges, we
consider the problem of listing all the k-subtrees in G. Recall that we define a k-
subtree T as an edge subset T ⊆ E that is acyclic and connected, and contains k
vertices. Refer to Section 2.2.1 for applications of this combinatorial pattern. We
denote by s the number of k-subtrees in G. For example, there are s = 9 k-subtrees
in the graph of Fig. 3.1, where k = 3. Originally published in [20], we present the
first optimal output-sensitive algorithm for listing all the k-subtrees in O(sk) time,
using O(m) space.
As a special case, this problem also models the classical problem of listing the
spanning trees in G, which has been largely investigated (here k = n and s is
the number of spanning trees in G). The first algorithmic solutions appeared in
the 60’s [64], and the combinatorial papers even much earlier [66]. Read and Tarjan
presented an output-sensitive algorithm in O(sm) time and O(m) space [73]. Gabow
and Myers proposed the first algorithm [27] which is optimal when the spanning trees
are explicitly listed. When the spanning trees are implicitly enumerated, Kapoor
and Ramesh [46] showed that an elegant incremental representation is possible by
storing just the O(1) information needed to reconstruct a spanning tree from the
previously enumerated one, givingO(m+s) time andO(mn) space [46], later reduced
to O(m) space by Shioura et al. [82]. After we introduced the problem in [20], a
constant-time algorithm for the enumeration of k-subtrees in the particular case of
trees [102] was introduced by Wasa, Uno and Arimura. We are not aware of any
other non-trivial output-sensitive solution for the problem of listing the k-subtrees
in the general case.
We present our solution starting from the binary partition method (Section 2.4.1).
We divide the problem of listing all the k-subtrees in two subproblems by choosing
an edge e ∈ E: we list the k-subtrees that contain e and those that do not contain e.
We proceed recursively on these subproblems until there is just one k-subtree to be
listed. This method induces a binary recursion tree, and all the k-subtrees can be
listed when reaching the leaves of the recursion tree.
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(c) 3-trees of G1 − {a} containing vertex b
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(d) G1 − {a, b} | c
Figure 3.1: Example graph G1 and its 3-trees
Although output sensitive, this simple method is not optimal. In fact, a more
careful analysis shows that it takes O((s+1)(m+n)) time. One problem is that the
adjacency lists of G can be of length O(n) each, but we cannot pay such a cost in each
recursive call. Also, we need a certificate that should be easily maintained through
the recursive calls to guarantee a priori that there will be at least one k-subtree
generated. By exploiting more refined structural properties of the recursion tree, we
present our algorithmic ideas until an optimal output-sensitive listing is obtained,
i.e. O(sk) time. Our presentation follows an incremental approach to introduce each
idea, so as to evaluate its impact in the complexity of the corresponding algorithms.
3.1 Preliminaries
Given a simple (without self-loops or parallel edges), undirected and connected graph
G = (V,E), with n = |V | and m = |E|, and an integer k ∈ [2, n], a k-subtree T is
an acyclic connected subgraph of G with k vertices. We denote the total number of
k-subtrees in G by s, where sk ≥ m ≥ n− 1 since G is connected. Let us formulate
the problem of listing k-subtrees.
Problem 3.1. Given an input graph G and an integer k, list all the k-subtrees of
G.
We say that an algorithm that solves Problem 3.1 is optimal if it takes O(sk)
time, since the latter is proportional to the time taken to explicitly list the output,
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namely, the k − 1 edges in each of the s listed k-subtrees. We also say that the
algorithm has delay t(k) if it takes O(t(k)) time to list a k-subtree after having
listed the previous one.
We adopt the standard representation of graphs using adjacency lists adj(v) for
each vertex v ∈ V . We maintain a counter for each v ∈ V , denoted by |adj(v)|,
with the number of edges in the adjacency list of v. Additionally, as the graph is
undirected, (u, v) and (v, u) are equivalent.
Let X ⊆ E be a connected edge set. We denote by V [X] = {u | (u, v) ∈ X}
the set of its endpoints, and its ordered vertex list Vˆ (X) recursively as follows:
Vˆ ({(·, u0)}) = 〈u0〉 and Vˆ (X + (u, v)) = Vˆ (X) + 〈v〉 where u ∈ V [X], v /∈ V [X],
and + denotes list concatenation. We also use the shorthand E[X] ≡ {(u, v) ∈ E |
u, v ∈ V [X]} for the induced edges. In general, G[X] = (V [X], E[X]) denotes the
subgraph of G induced by X, which is equivalently defined as the subgraph of G
induced by the vertices in V [X].
The cutset of X is the set of edges C(X) ⊆ E such that (u, v) ∈ C(X) if and
only if u ∈ V [X] and v ∈ V −V [X]. Note that when V [X] = V , the cutset is empty.
Similarly, the ordered cutlist Cˆ(X) contains the edges in C(X) ordered by the rank
of their endpoints in Vˆ (X). If two edges have the same endpoint vertex v ∈ Vˆ (S),
we use the order in which they appear in adj(v) to break the tie.
Throughout the chapter we represent an unordered k′-subtree T = 〈e1, e2, . . . , ek′〉
with k′ ≤ k as an ordered, connected and acyclic list of k′ edges, where we use a
dummy edge e1 = (·, vi) having a vertex vi of T as endpoint. The order is the one
by which we discover the edges e1, e2, . . . , e
′
k. Nevertheless, we do not generate two
different orderings for the same T .
3.2 Basic approach: recursion tree
We begin by presenting a simple algorithm that solves Problem 3.1 in O(sk3) time,
while using O(mk) space. Note that the algorithm is not optimal yet: we will show
in Sections 3.3–3.4 how to improve it to obtain an optimal solution with O(m) space
and delay t(k) = k2.
3.2.1 Top level
We use the standard idea of fixing an ordering of the vertices in V = 〈v1, v2, . . . , vn〉.
For each vi ∈ V , we list the k-subtrees that include vi and do not include any
previous vertex vj ∈ V (j < i). After reporting the corresponding k-subtrees, we
remove vi and its incident edges from our graph G. We then repeat the process,
as summarized in Algorithm 1. Here, S denotes a k′-subtree with k′ ≤ k, and we
use the dummy edge (·, vi) as a start-up point, so that the ordered vertex list is
Vˆ (S) = 〈vi〉. Then, we find a k-subtree by performing a DFS starting from vi:
when we meet the kth vertex, we are sure that there exists at least one k-subtree for
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vi and execute the binary partition method with ListTreesvi ; otherwise, if there is
no such k-subtree, we can skip vi safely. We exploit some properties on the recursion
tree and an efficient implementation of the following operations on G:
• del(u) deletes a vertex u ∈ V and all its incident edges.
• del(e) deletes an edge e = (u, v) ∈ E. The inverse operation is denoted by
undel(e). Note that |adj(v)| and |adj(u)| are updated.
• choose(S), for a k′-subtree S with k′ ≤ k, returns an edge e ∈ C(S): e− the
vertex in e that belongs to V [S] and by e+ the one s.t. e+ ∈ V − V [S].
• dfsk(S) returns the list of the tree edges obtained by a truncated DFS, where
conceptually S is treated as a single (collapsed vertex) source whose adjacency
list is the cutset C(S). The DFS is truncated when it finds k tree edges (or
less if there are not so many). The resulting list is a k-subtree (or smaller) that
includes all the edges in S. Its purpose is to check if there exists a connected
component of size at least k that contains S.
Lemma 3.1. Given a graph G and a k′-subtree S, we can implement the following
operations: del(u) for a vertex u in time proportional to u’s degree; del(e) and
undel(e) for an edge e in O(1) time; choose(S) and dfsk(S) in O(k
2) time.
Proof. We represent G using standard adjacency lists where, for each edge (u, v),
we keep references to its occurrence in the adjacency list of u and v, respectively.
We also update |adj(u)| and |adj(v)| in constant time. This immediately gives the
complexity of the operations del(u), del(e), and undel(e).
As for choose(S), recall that S is a k′-subtree with k′ < k. Recall that there are
at most
(
k′
2
)
= O(k2) edges in between the vertices in V [S]. Hence, it takes O(k2)
to discover an edge that belongs to the cutset C(S): it is the first one found in the
adjacency lists of V [S] having an endpoint in V − V [S]. This can be done in O(k2)
time using a standard trick: start from a binary array B of n elements set to 0. For
each x ∈ V [S], set B[x] := 1. At this point, scan the adjacency lists of the vertices
in V [S] and find a vertex y within them with B[y] = 0. After that, clean it up
setting B[x] := 0 for each x ∈ V [S].
Consider now dfsk(S). Starting from the k
′-subtree S, we first need to generate
the list L of k − k′ vertices in V − V [S] (or less if there are not so many) from the
cutset C(S). This is a simple variation of the method above, and it takes O(k2) time.
At this point, we start a regular, truncated DFS-tree from a source (conceptually
representing the collapsed S) whose adjacency list is L. During the DFS traversal,
when we explore an edge (v, u) from the current vertex v, either u has already been
visited or u has not yet been visited. Recall that we stop when new k − k′ distinct
vertices are visited. Since there are at most
(
k
2
)
= O(k2) edges in between k vertices,
we traverse O(k2) edges before obtaining the truncated DFS-tree of size k.
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Algorithm 1 ListAllTrees( G = (V,E), k )
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 do
2: S := 〈(·, vi)〉
3: if |dfsk(S)| = k then
4: ListTreesvi(S)
5: end if
6: del(vi)
7: end for
Algorithm 2 ListTreesvi(S)
1: if |S| = k then
2: output(S)
3: return
4: end if
5: e := choose(S)
6: ListTreesvi(S + 〈e〉)
7: del(e)
8: if |dfsk(S)| = k then
9: ListTreesvi(S)
10: end if
11: undel(e)
3.2.2 Recursion tree and analysis
The recursive binary partition method in Algorithm 2 is quite simple, and takes
a k′-subtree S with k′ ≤ k as input. The purpose is that of listing all k-subtrees
that include all the edges in S (excluding those with endpoints v1, v2, . . . , vi−1). The
precondition is that we recursively explore S if and only if there is at least a k-subtree
to be listed. The corresponding recursion tree has some interesting properties that
we exploit during the analysis of its complexity. The root of this binary tree is
associated with S = 〈(·, vi)〉. Let S be the k′-subtree associated with a node in
the recursion tree. Then, left branching occurs by taking an edge e ∈ C(S) using
choose, so that the left child is S + 〈e〉. Right branching occurs when e is deleted
using del, and the right child is still S but on the reduced graph G := (V,E−{e}).
Returning from recursion, restore G using undel(e). Note that we do not generate
different permutations of the same k′-subtree’s edges as we either take an edge e as
part of S or remove it from the graph by the binary partition method.
Lemma 3.2. Algorithm 2 lists each k-subtree containing vertex vi and no vertex vj
with j < i, once and only once.
Proof. ListTreesvi outputs all the wanted k-subtrees according to a simple rule:
first list all the k-subtrees that include edge e and then those not including e: an
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Figure 3.2: Recursion tree of ListTreesvi for graph G1 in Fig. 2.2(a) and vi = a
edge e must exist because of the precondition, and we can choose any edge e incident
to the partial solution S. As choose returns an edge e from the cutset C(S), this
edge is incident in S and does not introduce a cycle. Note that if dfsk(S) has size k,
then there is a connected component of size k. Hence, there must be a k-subtree to
be listed, as the spanning tree of the component is a valid k-subtree. Additionally, if
there is a k-subtree to be listed, a connected component of size k exists. As a result,
we conceptually partition all the k-subtrees in two disjoint sets: the k-subtrees that
include S + 〈e〉, and the k-subtrees that include S and do not include e. We stop
when |S| = k and we start the partial solution S with a dummy edge that connects
to vi, ensuring that all trees of size k connected to vi are listed. Since all the vertices
vj with j < i are removed from G, k-subtrees that include vj are not listed twice.
Therefore, each tree is listed at most one time.
A closer look at the recursion tree (e.g. Figure 3.2), reveals that it is k-left-
bounded : namely, each root-to-leaf path has exactly k − 1 left branches. Since
there is a one-to-one correspondence between the leaves and the k-subtrees, we are
guaranteed that leftward branching occurs less than k times to output a k-subtree.
What if we consider rightward branching? Note that the height of the tree is
less than m, so we might have to branch rightward O(m) times in the worst case.
Fortunately, we can prove in Lemma 3.3 that for each internal node S of the recursion
tree that has a right child, S has always its left child (which leads to one k-subtree).
This is subtle but very useful in our analysis in the rest of the chapter.
Lemma 3.3. At each node S of the recursion tree, if there exists a k-subtree (de-
scending from S’s right child) that does not include edge e, then there is a k-subtree
(descending from S’s left child) that includes e.
Proof. Consider a k-subtree T that does not include e = (u, v), which was opted out
at a certain node S during the recursion. Either e is only incident to one vertex in
T , so there is at least one k-subtree T ′ that includes e and does not include an edge
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of T . Or, when e = (u, v) is incident to two different nodes u, v ∈ V [T ], there is a
valid k-subtree T ′ that includes e and does not include one edge on the path that
connects u and v using edges from T . Note that both T and T ′ are “rooted” at vi
and are found in two descending leaves from S.
Note that the symmetric situation for Lemma 3.3 does not necessarily hold. We
can find nodes having just the left child: for these nodes, the chosen edge cannot be
removed since this gives rise to a connected component of size smaller than k. We
can now state how many nodes there are in the recursion tree.
Corollary 3.2. Let si be the number of k-subtrees reported by ListTreesvi. Then,
its recursion tree is binary and contains si leaves and at most si k internal nodes.
Among the internal nodes, there are si − 1 of them having two children.
Proof. The number si of leaves derives from the one-to-one correspondence with the
k-subtrees found by ListTreesvi . To give an upper bound on the number of internal
nodes, consider a generic node S and apply Lemma 3.3 to it. If S has a single child,
it is a left child that leads to one or more k-subtrees in its descending leaves. So, we
can charge one token (corresponding to S) to the leftmost of these leaves. Hence, the
total number of tokens over all the si leaves is at most si (k− 1) since the recursion
tree is k-left-bounded. The other option is that S has two children: in this case, the
number of these kind of nodes cannot exceed the number si of leaves. Summing up,
we have a total of si k internal nodes in the recursion tree. Consider the compacted
recursion tree, where each maximal path of unary nodes (i.e. internal nodes having
one child) is replaced by a single edge. We obtain a binary tree with si leaves and all
the other nodes having two children: we fall within a classical situation, for which
the number of nodes with two children is one less than the number of leaves, hence,
si − 1.
Lemma 3.4. Algorithm 2 takes O(si k
3) time and O(mk) space, where si is the
number of k-subtrees reported by ListTreesvi.
Proof. Each call to ListTreesvi invokes operations del, undel, choose, and dfsk
once. By Lemma 3.1, the execution time of the call is therefore O(k2). Since there
are O(si k) calls by Corollary 3.2, the total running time of Algorithm 2 is O(si k
3).
The total space of O(mk) derives from the fact that the height of the recursion tree
is at most m. On each node in the recursion path we keep a copy of S and D, taking
O(k) space. As we modify and restore the graph incrementally, this totals O(mk)
space.
Theorem 3.3. Algorithm 1 can solve Problem 3.1 in O(nk2 + sk3) = O(sk3) time
and O(mk) space.
Proof. The correctness of Algorithm 1 easily derives from Lemma 3.2, so it outputs
each k-subtree once and only once. Its cost is upper bounded by the sum (over
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all vi ∈ V ) of the costs of del(vi) and dfsk(S) plus the cost of Algorithm 2 (see
Lemma 3.4). The costs for del(vi)’s sum to O(m), while those of dfsk(S)’s sum to
O((n − k)k2). Observing that ∑ni=1 si = s, we obtain that the cumulative cost for
Algorithm 2 is O(s k3). Hence, the total running time is O(m + (n − k)k2 + sk3),
which is O(m+ sk3) since it can be proved by a simple induction that s ≥ n− k+ 1
in a connected graph (adding a vertex increases the number of k trees by at least
one). Space usage of O(mk) derives from Lemma 3.4. As for the delay t(k), we
observe that for any two consecutive leaves in the preorder of the recursion tree,
their distance (traversed nodes in the recursion tree) never exceeds 2k. Since we
need O(k2) time per node in the recursion tree, we have t(k) = O(k3).
3.3 Improved approach: certificates
A way to improve the running time of ListTreesvi to O(sik
2) is indirectly suggested
by Corollary 3.2. Since there are O(si) binary nodes and O(sik) unary nodes in the
recursion tree, we can pay O(k2) time for binary nodes and O(1) for unary nodes
(i.e. reduce the cost of choose and dfsk to O(1) time when we are in a unary node).
This way, the total running time is O(sk2).
The idea is to maintain a certificate that can tell us if we are in a unary node in
O(1) time and that can be updated in O(1) time in such a case, or can be completely
rebuilt in O(k2) time otherwise (i.e. for binary nodes). This will guarantee a total
cost of O(sik
2) time for ListTreesvi , and lay out the path to the wanted optimal
output-sensitive solution of Section 3.4.
3.3.1 Introducing certificates
We impose an “unequivocal behavior” to dfsk(S), obtaining a variation denoted
mdfsk(S) and called multi-source truncated DFS. During its execution, mdfsk takes
the order of the edges in S into account (whereas an order is not strictly necessary
in dfsk). Specifically, given a k
′-subtree S = 〈e1, e2, . . . , ek′〉, the returned k-subtree
D = mdfsk(S) contains S, which is conceptually treated as a collapsed vertex: the
main difference is that S’s “adjacency list” is now the ordered cutlist Cˆ(S), rather
than C(S) employed for dfsk.
Equivalently, since Cˆ(S) is induced from C(S) by using the ordering in Vˆ (S),
we can see mdfsk(S) as the execution of multiple standard DFSes from the vertices
in Vˆ (S), in that order. Also, all the vertices in V [S] are conceptually marked as
visited at the beginning of mdfsk, so uj is never part of the DFS tree starting from ui
for any two distinct ui, uj ∈ V [S]. Hence the adopted terminology of multi-source.
Clearly, mdfsk(S) is a feasible solution to dfsk(S) while the vice versa is not true.
We use the notation S v D to indicate that D = mdfsk(S), and so D is a
certificate for S: it guarantees that node S in the recursion tree has at least one
descending leaf whose corresponding k-subtree has not been listed so far. Since the
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behavior of mdfsk is non-ambiguous, relation v is well defined. We preserve the
following invariant on ListTreesvi , which now has two arguments.
Invariant 1. For each call to ListTreesvi(S,D), we have S v D.
Before showing how to keep the invariant, we detail how to represent the certifi-
cate D in a way that it can be efficiently updated. We maintain it as a partition
D = S ∪L∪F , where S is the given list of edges, whose endpoints are kept in order
as Vˆ (S) = 〈u1, u2, . . . , uk′〉. Moreover, L = D ∩C(S) are the tree edges of D in the
cutset C(S), and F is the forest storing the edges of D whose both endpoints are in
V [D]− V [S].
(i) We store the k′-subtree S as a sorted doubly-linked list of k′ edges 〈e1, e2, . . . , ek′〉,
where e1 := (·, vi). We also keep the sorted doubly-linked list of vertices
Vˆ (S) = 〈u1, u2, . . . , uk′〉 associated with S, where u1 := vi. For 1 ≤ j ≤ k′, we
keep the number of tree edges in the cutset that are incident to uj, namely
η[uj] = |{(uj, x) ∈ L}|.
(ii) We keep L = D ∩ C(S) as an ordered doubly-linked list of edges in Cˆ(S)’s
order: it can be easily obtained by maintaining the parent edge connecting a
root in F to its parent in Vˆ (S).
(iii) We store the forest F as a sorted doubly-linked list of the roots of the trees in
F . The order of this list is that induced by Cˆ(S): a root r precedes a root t
if the (unique) edge in L incident to r appears before the (unique) edge of L
incident to t. For each node x of a tree T ∈ F , we also keep its number deg(x)
of children in T , and its predecessor and successor sibling in T .
(iv) We maintain a flag is unary that is true if and only if |adj(ui)| = η[ui] +
σ(ui) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k′, where σ(ui) = |{(ui, uj) ∈ E | i 6= j}| is the number
of internal edges, namely, having both endpoints in V [S].
Throughout the chapter, we identify D with both (1) the set of k edges forming
it as a k-subtree and (2) its representation above as a certificate. We also support
the following operations on D, under the requirement that is unary is true (i.e. all
the edges in the cutset C(S) are tree edges), otherwise they are undefined:
• treecut(D) returns the last edge in L.
• promote(r,D), where root r is the last in the doubly-linked list for F : remove r
from F and replace r with its children r1, r2, . . . , rc (if any) in that list, so they
become the new roots (and so L is updated).
Lemma 3.5. The representation of certificate D = S∪L∪F requires O(|D|) = O(k)
memory words, and mdfsk(S) can build D in O(k
2) time. Moreover, each of the
operations treecut and promote can be supported in O(1) time.
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Proof. Recall that D = S ∪ L ∪ F and that |S|+ |L|+ |F | = k when they are seen
as sets of edges. Hence, D requires O(k) memory words, since the representation of
S in the certificate takes O(|S|) space, L takes O(|L|) space, F takes O(|F |) space,
and is unary takes O(1) space.
Building the representation of D takes O(k2) using mdfsk. Note that the algo-
rithm behind mdfsk is very similar to dfsk (see the proof of Lemma 3.2.1) except
that the order in which the adjacency lists for the vertices in V [S] are explored is
that given by Vˆ (S). After that the edges in D are found in O(k2) time, it takes no
more than O(k2) time to build the lists in points (i)–(iii) and check the condition in
point (iv) of Section 3.3.1.
Operation treecut is simply implemented in constant time by returning the last
edge in the list for L (point (ii) of Section 3.3.1).
As for promote(r,D), the (unique) incident edge (x, r) that belongs to L is re-
moved from L and added to S (updating the information in point (i) of Section 3.3.1),
and edges (r, r1), . . . , (r, rc) are appended at the end of the list for L to preserve the
cutlist order (updating the information in (ii)). This is easily done using the sibling
list of r’s children: only a constant number of elements need to be modified. Since
we know that is unary is true before executing promote, we just need to check if ap-
pending r to Vˆ (S) adds non-tree edges to the cutlist Cˆ(S). Recalling that there are
deg(r) + 1 tree edges incident to r, this is only the case when |adj(r)| > deg(r) + 1,
which can be easily checked in O(1) time: if so, we set is unary to false, otherwise
we leave is unary true. Finally, we correctly set η[r] := deg(r), and decrease η[x]
by one, since is unary was true before executing promote.
3.3.2 Maintaining the invariant
We now define choose in a more refined way to facilitate the task of maintaining
the invariant S v D introduced in Section 3.3.1. As an intuition, choose selects an
edge e = (e−, e+) from the cutlist Cˆ(S) that interferes as least as possible with the
certificate D. Recalling that e− ∈ V [S] and e+ ∈ V − V [S] by definition of cutlist,
we consider the following case analysis:
(a) [external edge] Check if there exists an edge e ∈ Cˆ(S) such that e 6∈ D and
e+ 6∈ V [D]. If so, return e, shown as a saw in Figure 3.3(a).
(b) [back edge] Otherwise, check if there exists an edge e ∈ Cˆ(S) such that e 6∈ D
and e+ ∈ V [D]. If so, return e, shown dashed in Figure 3.3(b).
(c) [tree edge] As a last resort, every e ∈ Cˆ(S) must be also e ∈ D (i.e. all edges in
the cutlist are tree edges). Return e := treecut(D), the last edge from Cˆ(S),
shown as a coil in Fig. 3.3(c).
Lemma 3.6. For a given k′-subtree S, consider its corresponding node in the recur-
sion tree. Then, this node is binary when choose returns an external or back edge
(cases (a)–(b)) and is unary when choose returns a tree edge (case (c)).
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Figure 3.3: Choosing edge e ∈ C(S). The certificate D is shadowed.
Algorithm 3 ListAllTrees( G = (V,E), k )
1: for vi ∈ V do
2: S := 〈(·, vi)〉
3: D := mdfsk(S)
4: if |D| < k then
5: for u ∈ V [D] do
6: del(u)
7: end for
8: else
9: ListTreesvi(S,D)
10: del(vi)
11: end if
12: end for
Proof. Consider a node S in the recursion tree and the corresponding certificate
D. For a given edge e returned by choose(S,D) note that: if e is an external or
back edge (cases (a)–(b)), e does not belong to the k-subtree D and therefore there
exists a k-subtree that does not include e. By Lemma 3.3, a k-subtree that includes
e must exist and hence the node is binary. We are left with case (c), where e is
an edge of D that belongs to the cutlist Cˆ(S). Recall that, by the way choose
proceeds, all edges in the cutlist Cˆ(S) belong to D (see Figure 3.3(c)). There are
no further k-subtrees that do not include edge e as e is the last edge from Cˆ(S) in
the order of the truncated DFS tree, and so the node in the recursion tree is unary.
The existence of a k-subtree that does not include e would imply that D is not the
valid mdfsk(S): at least k vertices would be reachable using the previous branches
of Cˆ(S) which is a contradiction with the fact that we traverse vertices in the DFS
order of Vˆ (S).
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Algorithm 4 ListTreesvi(S,D) {Invariant: S v D}
1: if |S| = k then
2: output(S)
3: return
4: end if
5: e := choose(S,D)
6: if is unary then
7: D′ := promote(e+, D)
8: ListTreesvi(S + 〈e〉, D′)
9: else
10: D′ := mdfsk(S + 〈e〉)
11: ListTreesvi(S + 〈e〉, D′)
12: del(e)
13: D′′ := mdfsk(S)
14: ListTreesvi(S,D
′′)
15: undel(e)
16: end if
We now present the new listing approach in Algorithm 3. If the connected
component of vertex vi in the residual graph is smaller than k, we delete its vertices
since they cannot provide k-subtrees, and so we skip them in this way. Otherwise,
we launch the new version of ListTreesvi , shown in Algorithm 4. In comparison
with the previous version (Algorithm 2), we produce the new certificate D′ from
the current D in O(1) time when we are in a unary node. On the other hand, we
completely rebuild the certificate twice when we are in a binary nodes (since either
child could be unary at the next recursion level).
Lemma 3.7. Algorithm 4 correctly maintains the invariant S v D.
Proof. The base case is when |S| = k, as before. Hence, we discuss the recursion,
where we suppose that S is a k′-subtree with k′ < k. Let e = (e−, e+) denote the
edge returned by choose(S,D).
First: Consider the situation in which we want to output all the k-subtrees that
contain S ′ = S + 〈e〉. Now, from certificate D = S ∪ L ∪ F we obtain a new
D′ = S ′ ∪ L′ ∪ F ′ according to the three cases behind choose, for which we have to
prove that S ′ v D′.
(a) [external edge] We simply recompute D′ := mdfsk(S ′). So S ′ v D′ by defini-
tion of relation v.
(b) [back edge] Same as in the case above, we recompute D′ := mdfsk(S ′) and
therefore S ′ v D′.
(c) [tree edge] In this case, the set of edges of the certificate does not change
(D′ = D seen as sets), but the internal representation described in Section 3.3.1
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changes partially since S ′ = S+ 〈e〉. The flag is unary is true, and so treecut and
promote can be invoked. The former is done by choose, which correctly returns
e = (e−, e+) as the last tree edge in the cutlist Cˆ(S). The latter is done to promote
the children r1, r2, . . . , rc of e
+.
To show that S ′ v D′ for this case, we need to prove that the resulting certificate
D′ is the same as the one returned by an explicit call to mdfsk(S ′), which we clearly
want to avoid calling. Let D0 = S0 ∪L0 ∪F0 be the output of the call to mdfsk(S ′),
and let D′ = S ′ ∪ L′ ∪ F ′ be what we obtain in Algorithm 4.
First of all, note that S ′ = S0 = S + 〈e〉 by definition of mdfsk. This means that
the sorted lists for S ′ and Vˆ (S ′) are “equal” to those for S0 and Vˆ (S0) (elements
are the same and in the same order). Hence, S ′ = S0 = 〈e1, e2, . . . , ek′ , e〉 and
Vˆ (S ′) = Vˆ (S0) = 〈u1, u2, . . . , uk′ , e+〉.
Consequently, the cutsets C(S ′) = C(S0): when considering the corresponding
cutlists Cˆ(S ′) and Cˆ(S0), recall that mdfsk performs a multi-source truncated DFS
from the vertices u1, u2, . . . , uk′ , e
+ in this order (where all of them are initially
marked as already visited). When mdfsk starts from e
− ≡ uj (for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k′),
it does not explore e+ through edge e. Moreover, r1, r2, . . . , rc are not explored as
well, since otherwise there would be back edges and is unary would be false. Since
e+ is the last in S ′, when mdfsk starts from e+, observe that e− has been totally
explored, and r1, r2, . . . , rc are discovered now from e
+. Since e is the last tree edge
in the cutlist Cˆ(S), we have that the ordering in the new cutlists Cˆ(S ′) and Cˆ(S0)
must be the same.
Consider now L′ and L0. We show that L′ = L0 using the fact that Cˆ(S ′) =
Cˆ(S0). Operation promote(e
+, D) removes e from L and adds tree edges (e+, ri)
for its children r1, r2, . . . , rc to form L
′. Note these edges are added in the same
order as they were discovered by mdfsk(S) and mdfsk(S
′) since is unary is true and
Cˆ(S ′) = Cˆ(S0). Since L0 does not contain e, we have that L′ = L0.
It remains to show that F ′ = F0. This is easy since Cˆ(S ′) = Cˆ(S0): the subtree
at ri is totally explored before that at rj for i < j. Hence, when r1, r2, . . . , rc are
promoted as roots in F ′, their corresponding subtrees do not change. Also, their
ordering in the sublist for F ′ and F0 is the same because Cˆ(S ′) = Cˆ(S0).
Finally, since there are no back edges, the update of η only involves η[e−] and
η[e+] as discussed in the implementation of promote. For the same reason, the only
case in which is unary can becomes false is when |adj(e+)| > deg(e+) + 1. This
completes the proof that S ′ v D′ for case (c).
Second: Consider the situation in which we want to list all the k-subtrees that
contain S but do not contain e. This is equivalent to list all the k-subtrees that
contain S in G − {e}. Hence, we remove e from G and recomputed the certificate
from scratch before each of the two recursive calls. Consider the three cases behind
choose. Cases (a) and (b) are trivial, since we recompute D′′ := mdfsk(S) and so
S v D′′. Case (c) cannot arise by Lemma 3.6.
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3.3.3 Analysis
We implement choose(S,D) so that it can now exploit the information in D. At
each node S of the recursion tree, when it selects an edge e that belongs to the cutset
C(S), it first considers the edges in C(S) that are external or back (cases (a)–(b))
before the edges in D (case (c)).
Lemma 3.8. There is an implementation of choose in O(1) for unary nodes in the
recursion tree and O(k2) for binary nodes.
Proof. Given D, we can check if the current node S in the recursion tree is unary by
checking the flag is unary. If this is the case we simply return the edge indicated
by treecut(D) in O(1) time. Otherwise, the node S is binary, and so there exists
at least an external edge or a back edge. We visit the first 2k edges in each adj(u)
for every u ∈ S. Note that less than k edges can connect u to vertices in V [S] and
less than k edges can connect u to vertices in V [D]: if an external edge exists, we
can find it in O(k2) time. Otherwise, no external edge exists, so there must be a
back edge to be returned since the node is binary. We visit the first k edges in each
adj(u) for every u ∈ S, and surely find one back edge in O(k2).
Lemma 3.9. Algorithm 4 takes O(si k
2) time and O(mk) space, where si is the
number of k-subtrees reported by ListTreesvi.
Proof. We report the breakdown of the costs for a call to ListTreesvi according the
cases, using Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8:
(a) External edge: O(k2) for choose and mdfsk, O(1) for del, undel.
(b) Back edge: O(k2) for choose and mdfsk, and O(1) for del and undel.
(c) Tree edge: O(1) for choose and promote.
Hence, binary nodes take O(k2) time and unary nodes take O(1) time. By Corol-
lary 3.2, there are O(si) binary nodes and O(sik) unary nodes, and so Algorithm 4
takes O(si k
2) time. The space analysis is left unchanged, namely, O(mk) space.
Theorem 3.4. Algorithm 3 solves Problem 3.1 in O(sk2) time and O(mk) space.
Proof. The vertices belonging to the connected components of size less than k in
the residual graph, now contribute with O(m) total time rather than O(nk2). The
rest of the complexity follows from Lemma 3.9.
3.4 Optimal approach: amortization
In this section, we discuss how to adapt Algorithm 4 so that a more careful analysis
can show that it takes O(sk) time to list the k-subtrees. Considering ListTreesvi ,
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observe that each of the O(sik) unary nodes requires a cost of O(1) time and there-
fore they are not much of problem. On the contrary, each of the O(si) binary nodes
takes O(k2) time: our goal is to improve this case.
Consider the operations on a binary node S of the recursion tree that take O(k2)
time, namely: (I) e := choose(S,D); (II) D′ := mdfsk(S ′), where S ′ ≡ S + 〈e〉;
and (III) D′′ := mdfsk(S) in G − {e}. In all these operations, while scanning the
adjacency lists of vertices in V [S], we visit some edges e′ = (u, v), named internal,
such that e′ 6∈ S with u, v ∈ V [S]. These internal edges of V [S] can be visited
even if they were previously visited on an ancestor node to S. In Section 3.4.1, we
show how to amortize the cost induced by the internal edges. In Section 3.4.2, we
show how to amortize the cost induced by the remaining edges and obtain a delay
of t(k) = k2 in our optimal output-sensitive algorithm.
3.4.1 Internal edges
To avoid visiting the internal edges of V [S] several times throughout the recursion
tree, we remove these edges from the graph G on the fly, and introduce a global data
structure, which we call parking lists, to store them temporarily. Indeed, out of the
possible O(n) incident edges in vertex u ∈ V [S], less than k are internal: it is simply
too costly removing these internal edges by a complete scan of adj(u). Therefore
we remove them as they appear while executing choose and mdfsk operations.
Formally, we define parking lists as a global array P of n pointers to lists of edges,
where P [u] is the list of internal edges discovered for u ∈ V [S]. When u 6∈ V [S],
P [u] is null. On the implementation level, we introduce a slight modification of the
choose and mdfsk algorithms such that, when they meet for the first (and only)
time an internal edge e′ = (u, v) with u, v ∈ V [S], they perform del(e′) and add e′
at the end of both parking lists P [u] and P [v]. We also keep a cross reference to the
occurrences of e′ in these two lists.
Additionally, we perform a small modification in algorithm ListTreesvi by
adding a fifth step in Algorithm 4 just before it returns to the caller. Recall that
on the recursion node S + 〈e〉 with e = (e−, e+), we added the vertex e+ to V [S].
Therefore, when we return from the call, all the internal edges incident to e+ are
no longer internal edges (and are the only internal edges to change status). On this
new fifth step, we scan P [e+] and for each edge e′ = (e+, x) in it, we remove e′ from
both P [e+] and P [x] in O(1) time using the cross reference. Note that when the
node is unary there are no internal edges incident to e+, so P [e+] is empty and the
total cost is O(1). When the node is binary, there are at most k− 1 edges in P [e+],
so the cost is O(k).
Lemma 3.10. The operations over internal edges done in ListTreesvi have a total
cost of O(sik) time.
Proof. For each del(e′) in choose or mdfsk, there is exactly one matching undel(e′)
in ListTreesvi done in a binary node. Since there are O(si) binary nodes and
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O(k) undel calls per binary node, the total contribution of internal edges to the
complexity can be overall bounded by O(sik) time.
3.4.2 Amortization
Let us now focus on the contribution given by the remaining edges, which are not
internal for the current V [S]. Given the results in Section 3.4.1, for the rest of this
section we can assume wlog that there are no internal edges in V [S], namely, E[S] =
S. We introduce two metrics that help us to parameterize the time complexity of
the operations done in binary nodes of the recursion tree.
The first metric we introduce is helpful when analyzing the operation choose.
For connected edge sets S and X with S v X, define the cut number γX as the
number of edges in the induced (connected) subgraph G[X] = (V [X], E[X]) that
are in the cutset C(S) (i.e. tree edges plus back edges): γX = |E[X] ∩ C(S) |.
Lemma 3.11. For a binary node S with certificate D, choose(S,D) takes O(k+γD)
time.
Proof. Consider that we are in a binary node S with associated certificate D, oth-
erwise just return treecut(D) in O(1). We examine each adjacency list adj(u) for
u ∈ V [S] until we find an external edge. If we scan all these lists completely without
finding an external edge, we have visited less than k edges that belong to S and
γD edges that belong to C(S) (the tree and back edges of D). When we know that
no external edges exist, a back edge is found in O(k) time. This totals O(k + γD)
time.
For connected edge sets S and X with S v X, the second metric is the cyclomatic
number νX (also known as circuit rank, nullity, or dimension of cycle space) as the
smallest number of edges which must be removed from G[X] so that no cycle remains
in it: νX = |E[X] | − |V [X] |+ 1.
Using the cyclomatic number of a certificate D (ignoring the internal edges of
V [S]), we obtain a lower bound on the number of k-subtrees that are output in the
leaves descending from a node S in the recursion tree.
Lemma 3.12. Considering the cyclomatic number νD and the fact that |V [D]| = k,
we have that G[D] contains at least νD k-subtrees.
Proof. As G[D] is connected, it contains at least one spanning tree. Take any
spanning tree T of G[D]. Note that there are νD edges in G[D] that do not belong
to this spanning tree. For each of these νD edges e1, . . . , eν one can construct a
spanning tree Ti by adding ei to T and breaking the cycle introduced. These νD
spanning trees are all different k-subtrees as they include a different edge ei and
have k different edges.
Lemma 3.13. For a node S with certificate D, computing D′ = mdfsk(S) takes
O(k + νD′) time.
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Proof. Consider the certificate k-subtree D′ returned by mdfsk(S). To calculate D′,
the edges in D′ are visited and, in the worst case, all the νD′ edges in between
vertices of V [D′] in G are also visited. No other edge e′ = (u, v) with u ∈ D′ and
v 6∈ D′ is visited, as v would belong to D′ since we visit vertices depth first.
Recalling that the steps done on a binary node S with certificate D are: (I) e :=
choose(S,D); (II) D′ := mdfsk(S ′), where S ′ ≡ S+ 〈e〉; and (III) D′′ := mdfsk(S)
in G− {e}, they take a total time of O(k + γD + νD′ + νD′′). We want to pay O(k)
time on the recursion node S and amortize the rest of the cost to some suitable
nodes descending from its left child S ′ (with certificate D′). To do this we are to
relate γD with νD′ and avoid performing step (III) in G − {e} by maintaining D′′
from D′. We exploit the property that the cost O(k + νD′) for a node S in the
recursion tree can be amortized using the following lemma:
Lemma 3.14. Let S ′ be the left child (with certificate D′) of a generic node S in
the recursion tree. The sum of O(νD′) work, over all left children S
′ in the recursion
tree is upper bounded by
∑
S′ νD′ = O(sik).
Proof. By Lemma 3.12, S ′ has at least νD′ descending leaves. Charge O(1) to each
leaf descending from S ′ in the recursion tree. Since S ′ is a left child and we know
that the recursion tree is k-left-bounded by Lemma 3.3, each of the si leaves can be
charged at most k times, so
∑
S′ νD′ = O(sik) for all such S
′.
We now show how to amortize the O(k + γD) cost of step (I). Let us define
comb(S ′) for a left child S ′ in the recursion tree as its maximal path to the right (its
right spine) and the left child of each node in such a path. Then, |comb(S ′)| is the
number of such left children.
Lemma 3.15. On a node S in the recursion tree, the cost of choose(S,D) is O(k+
γD) = O(k + νD′ + |comb(S ′)|).
Proof. Consider the set E ′ of γD edges in E[D]∩C(S). Take D′, which is obtained
from S ′ = S + 〈e〉, and classify the edges in E ′ accordingly. Given e′ ∈ E ′, one of
three possible situations may arise: either e′ becomes a tree edge part of D′ (and
so it contributes to the term k), or e′ becomes a back edge in G[D′] (and so it
contributes to the term νD′), or e
′ becomes an external edge for D′. In the latter
case, e′ will be chosen in one of the subsequent recursive calls, specifically one in
comb(S ′) since e′ is still part of C(S ′) and will surely give rise to another k-subtree
in a descending leaf of comb(S ′).
While the O(νD′) cost over the leaves of S
′ can be amortized by Lemma 3.13, we
need to show how to amortize the cost of |comb(S ′)| using the following:
Lemma 3.16.
∑
S′ |comb(S ′)| = O(sik) over all left children S ′ in the recursion.
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Proof. Given a left child S∗ in the recursion tree, there is always a unique node
S ′ that is a left child such that its comb(S ′) contains S∗. Hence,
∑
S′ |comb(S ′)|
is upper bounded by the number of left children in the recursion tree, which is
O(sik).
At this point we are left with the cost of computing the two mdfsk’s. Note
that the cost of step (II) is O(k + νD′), and so is already expressed in terms of
the cyclomatic number of its left child, νD′ (so we use Lemma 3.12). The cost of
step (III) is O(k+ νD′′), expressed with the cyclomatic number of the certificate of
its right child. This cost is not as easy to amortize since, when the edge e returned
by choose is a back edge, D′ of node S + 〈e〉 can change heavily causing D′ to have
just S in common with D′′. This shows that νD′′ and νD′ are not easily related.
Nevertheless, note that D and D′′ are the same certificate since we only remove
fromG an edge e 6∈ D. The only thing that can change by removing edge e = (e−, e+)
is that the right child of node S ′ is no longer binary (i.e. we removed the last back
edge). The question is if we can check quickly whether it is unary in O(k) time:
observe that |adj(e−)| is no longer the same, invalidating the flag is unary (item (iv)
of Section 3.3.1). Our idea is the following: instead of recomputing the certificate
D′′ in O(k + νD′′) time, we update the is unary flag in just O(k) time. We thus
introduce a new operation D′′ = unary(D), a valid replacement for D′′ = mdfsk(D)
in G−{e}: it maintains the certificate while recomputing the flag is unary in O(k)
time.
Lemma 3.17. Operation unary(D) takes O(k) time and correctly computes D′′.
Proof. Consider the two certificates D and D′′: we want to compute directly D′′
from D. Note that the only difference in the two certificate is the flag is unary.
Hence, it suffices to show how to recompute is unary from scratch in O(k) time.
This is equivalent to checking if the cutset C(S) in G−{e} contains only tree edges
from D. It suffices to examine the each adjacency list adj(u) for u ∈ S, until either
we find an external or a back edge (so is unary is false) or we scan all these lists
(so is unary is true): in the latter case, there are at most 2k edges in the adjacency
lists of the vertices in V [S] as these are the edges in S or in D. All other edges are
external or back edges.
Since there is no modification or impact on unary nodes of the recursion tree,
we finalize the analysis.
Lemma 3.18. The cost of ListTreesvi(S,D) on a binary node S is O(k + νD′ +
|comb(S ′)|).
Proof. Consider the operations done in binary nodes. By Lemmas 3.15, 3.13 and
3.17 we have the following breakdown of the costs:
• Operation e := choose(S,D) takes O(k + νD′ + |comb(S ′)|);
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• Operation D′ := mdfsk(D) takes O(k + νD′);
• Operation D′′ := unary(D) takes O(k).
This sums up to O(k + νD′ + |comb(S ′)|) time per binary node.
Lemma 3.19. The algorithm ListTreesvitakes O(sik) time and O(mk) space.
Proof. By Lemma 3.18 we have a cost of O(k + νD′ + |comb(S ′)|) per binary node
on the recursion tree. Given that there are O(si) binary nodes by Corollary 3.2
and given the amortization of νD′ and |comb(S ′)| in each left children S ′ over the
leafs of the recursion tree in Lemmas 3.14 and 3.16, the sums of
∑
S k +
∑
S′ νD′ +∑
S′ |comb(S ′)| = sik. Additionally, by Lemma 3.9, the O(sik) unary nodes give a
total contribution O(sik) to the cost. This is sums up to O(sik) total time.
Note that our data structures are lists and array, so it is not difficult to replace
them with persistent arrays and lists, a classical trick in data structures. As a result,
we just need O(1) space per pending recursive call, plus the space of the parking
lists, which makes a total of O(m) space.
Theorem 3.5. Algorithm 3 takes a total of O(sk) time, being therefore optimal,
and O(m) space.
Proof. Algorithm 3 deletes the connected component of size smaller than k and
containing vi in the residual graph. So this cost sums up to O(m). Otherwise,
we can proceed as in the analysis of Algorithm 3. Note that our data structures
are lists and array, so it is not difficult to replace them with persistent arrays and
lists, a classical trick in data structures. As a result, we just need O(1) space per
pending recursive call, plus the space of the parking lists, which makes a total of
O(m) space.
We finally show how to obtain an efficient delay. We exploit the following prop-
erty on the recursion tree, which allows to associate a unique leaf with an internal
node before exploring the subtree of that node (recall that we are in a recursion
tree). Note that only the rightmost leaf descending from the root is not associated
in this way, but we can easily handle this special case.
Lemma 3.20. For a binary node S in the recursion tree, ListTreesvi(S,D) outputs
the k-subtree D in the rightmost leaf descending from its left child S ′.
Proof. Follow the rightmost spine in the subtree rooted at S ′. An edge of D is
chosen after that all the external and back edges are deleted. Now, adding that
edge to the partial solution, may bring new external and back edges. But they are
again deleted along the path that follows the right spine. In other words, the path
from S ′ to its rightmost leaf includes only edges from D when branching to the left,
and removes the external and back edges when branching to the right.
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Nakano and Uno [68] have introduced this nice trick. Classify a binary node S
in the recursion tree as even (resp., odd) if it has an even (resp., odd) number of
ancestor nodes that are binary. Consider the simple modification to ListTreesvi
when S is binary: if S is even then output D immediately before the two recursive
calls; otherwise (S is odd), output D immediately after the two recursive calls.
Theorem 3.6. Algorithm 3 can be implemented with delay t(k) = k2.
Proof. Between any two k-subtrees that are listed one after the other, we traverse
O(1) binary nodes and O(k) unary nodes, so the total cost is O(k2) time in the
worst case.
Chapter 4
Listing k-subgraphs
When considering an undirected connected graph G with n vertices and m edges,
we solve the problem of listing all the connected induced subgraphs of G with k
vertices. Figure 4.1 shows an example graph G1 and its k-subgraphs when k = 3.
We solve this problem optimally, in time proportional to the size of the input graph
G plus the size of the edges in the k-subgraphs to output.
There exist vast practical applications of using k-subgraphs as mining pattern
in diverse fields. In general, determining subgraphs that appear frequently in one
or more networks is considered relevant in the study of biological [1, 2, 45, 63],
social [39, 40, 103] and other complex networks [3, 12, 15, 67]. These patterns,
frequently called motifs, can provide insight to the function and design principles of
these networks.
In the particular case of biological networks, Wernicke [105] has introduced the
ESU algorithm as a base to find motifs. This algorithm solves the problem of listing
the k-subgraphs of a network. The author further modifies the algorithm to sample
k-subgraphs and is able to efficiently find network motifs. Nevertheless, a theoretical
analysis of the algorithm is not performed and it does not seem to be possible to
implement the algorithm in a optimal output-sensitive sensitive way.
Researchers focusing on finding motifs in graphs face the problem of counting or
estimating the occurrences of each structure and thus face the graph isomorphism
problem. For this reason, there appears to be little research done on efficiently
listing the patterns themselves.
In [5], Avis and Fukuda propose the application of the general reverse search
method and obtain an algorithm taking O(mnη) time, where η is the number of
k-subgraphs in the input graph.
Equivalent to the problem of listing k-subgraphs is to list the vertices in the
k-subgraphs of G. Although it is trivial to reduce one problem to the other, note
that an optimal output-sensitive solution for the problem of listing k-subgraphs does
not imply an optimal solution for the problem of listing its vertices, as in the latter
case is sufficient to output the vertices in the k-subgraph (instead of the edges).
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Figure 4.1: Example graph G1 and its 3-subgraphs
Interestingly, for the particular case of when graph G is a tree, the problem of
listing k-subgraphs is equivalent to the problem of listing k-subtrees. We achieve the
same time bound as achieved in Chapter 3. For this particular case, the algorithm
proposed in [102] is able to enumerate k-subgraphs in O(1) per k-subgraph.
We present our solution based on the binary partition method (Section 2.4.1).
We divide the problem of listing all the k-subgraphs in two subproblems by choosing
a vertex v ∈ V : (i) we list the k-subgraphs that contain v, and (ii) those that do
not contain v. We proceed recursively on these subproblems until there is just one
k-subgraph to be listed. This method induces a binary recursion tree, and all the
k-subgraphs are listed when reaching the leaves of the recursion tree.
As previously mentioned, in order to reach an output-sensitive algorithm, we
maintain a certificate that allows us to determine efficiently if there exists at least
one k-subgraph to be listed at any point in the recursion. Furthermore we select the
vertex v, that divides the problem into two subproblems, in a way that facilitates
the maintenance of the certificate.
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4.1 Preliminaries
Given a graph G = (V,E) and V ′ ⊆ V , G[V ′] = (V ′, E[V ′]) denotes the subgraph
induced by the vertices V ′. Note that we use the shorthand E[V ′] = {(u, v) ∈ E |
u, v ∈ V ′}. A k-subgraph is a connected induced subgraph G[V ′] such that |V ′| = k
and G[V ′] is connected. We denote by Sk(G) the set of k-subgraphs in G. Formally:
Sk(G) = {G[V ′] | V ′ ⊆ V, |V ′| = k and G[V ′] is connected}
For a vertex u ∈ V , N(u) denotes the neighborhood of u. For a vertex set S,
N(S) is the union of neighborhoods of the vertices in S while N∗(S) = N(S) \ S.
Additionally, for a vertex set S, we define the cutset C(S) ⊆ E such that (u, v) ∈
C(S) iif u ∈ S and v ∈ V [G] \ S.
In this chapter we focus on the problem of efficiently listing k-subgraphs.
Problem 4.1. Given a simple undirected and connected graph G = (V,E) and an
integer k, list all subgraphs G[V ′] ∈ Sk(G).
An algorithm for this problem is said to be optimally output-sensitive if the time
taken to solve Problem 4.1 is O(m +
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|). Thus, an improvement
of the result of Avis and Fukuda [5]. This algorithm is optimal in the sense that
it takes time proportional to reading the input plus listing the edges in each of the
induced subgraphs with k vertices. Noting that the input graph G is connected,
we have that O(m+
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|) = O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|) since each edge
e ∈ E belongs to at least one k-subgraph.
We dedicate the rest of the paper to proving the main result of the chapter.
Theorem 4.2. Problem 4.1 can be solved in O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|) time.
4.2 Top-level algorithm
Given a graph G = (V,E), we solve Problem 4.1 by using the natural approach of
taking an ordering of the vertices v1, v2, . . . vn and listing all the connected induced
subgraphs with k vertices that include a vertex vi but do not include any vertex vj
with j < i.
Additionally, we use a certificate C: an adequate data structure that, given a
k′-subgraph G[S] with k′ ≤ k vertices, ensures that there exists a connected vertex
set with k vertices that includes S. We denote this relation as S v C. As a matter
of convenience, we use C to represent both the data structure and the connected set
of vertices of size k. If there does not exist such a vertex set with size k, C includes
largest possible connected vertex set that includes S (and thus |C| < k).
To efficiently implement this approach, we make use of the following operations:
• del(u) deletes a vertex u ∈ V and all its incident edges.
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Algorithm 5 ListSubgraphs( G = (V,E), k )
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1 do
2: S := 〈vi〉
3: C := certificate(S)
4: if |C| = k then
5: ListSubgraphsvi(S,C)
6: del(vi)
7: else
8: for u ∈ C do
9: del(u)
10: end for
11: end if
12: end for
• undel(u) restores G to its previous state, before operation del(u).
• certificate(S) returns a certificate C of S (as defined above).
Let us now introduce Algorithm 5. We start by taking the vertices in V in order
(line 1) and, for each vi in V , we initialize an ordered set of nodes S with vi (line 2)
and compute its certificate C (line 3). If C contains k vertices (lines 4-7) then there
is at least a k-subgraph that includes vi. In this case, we list all the k-subgraphs
that include vi (line 5) and remove vi from G (line 6) to avoid listing multiple times
the same k-subgraph. If the certificate C contains less than k vertices (lines 7-11)
then there is no k-subgraph that includes vi. Furthermore, by the definition of C,
there is no k-subgraph that includes each vertex u ∈ C and thus u can be deleted
from G (lines 8-10).
In the next section we present a recursive algorithm that, given an ordered set
of vertices S (initially S = 〈vi〉) and a certificate C of S, lists all the k-subgraphs
that include S and thus implements ListSubgraphsvi(S,C) (line 5).
Lemma 4.1. Algorithm 5 lists each k-subgraphs in G once and only once.
Proof. It follows directly from the definition of certificate that for each vertex vi ∈ V ,
the algorithm calls ListSubgraphsvi(〈vi〉, C) if vi belongs to at least one k-subgraph.
On line 6, vi is removed and thus no other k-subgraph that includes vi is listed.
Furthermore, if vi does not belong to any k-subgraph, then none of the vertices in
its connected belong to a k-subgraph and thus can also be deleted (lines 8-10).
4.3 Recursion
Let us now focus on the problem of listing all the k-subgraphs that include a vertex
vi. In this section we use the follow operations as black boxes and we will detail
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Algorithm 6 ListSubgraphsvi(S,C) Invariant: S is connected and S v C
1: if |S| = k then
2: output(E[S])
3: return
4: end if
5: v := choose(S)
6: I := update left(C, v)
7: ListSubgraphsvi(S ∪ {v}, C)
8: restore(C, I)
9: del(v)
10: I := update right(C, v)
11: if |C| = k then
12: ListSubgraphsvi(S,C)
13: end if
14: undel(v)
15: restore(C, I)
them in the next sections where their implementation is fundamental to the analysis
of the time complexity.
• choose(S,C) given a connected vertex set S and certificate C, returns a vertex
v ∈ N∗(S). We will use the certificate C to select a vertex v that facilitates
updating C.
• update left(C, v) updates the certificate C such that C is a certificate of
S ∪ {v}. Returns a data structure I with the modifications made in C.
• update right(C, v) updates the certificate C in the case of removal of v from
graph G. Note that, if v does not belong to the certificate C, no modifications
are needed. Returns a data structure I with the modifications made in C.
• restore(C, I) restores the certificate C to its previous state, prior to the
modifications in I.
Algorithm 6 follows closely the binary partition method while maintaining the
invariant that C is a certificate of S. This is of central importance to reach an
efficient algorithm since it allows us to avoid recursive calls that do not output any
k-subgraphs.
Given a connected vertex set S, we take a vertex v ∈ N∗(S) (line 5). We then
perform leftward branching (lines 6-8), recursively listing all the k-subgraphs in G
that include the vertices in S and the vertex v. Note that by the definition of
choose(S), v is connected to S and thus we maintain the invariant that vertices in
S are connected. Since S is ordered, we define the operation S ∪ {v} to append
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vertex v to the end of S and thus the vertices in S are kept in order of insertion.
We use the operation update left(S, v) (line 6) to maintain the invariant S v C
in the recursive call (line 7). In line 8 we restore C to its state before the recursive
call.
Successively, we perform rightward branching (lines 9-15), listing all k-subgraphs
that include the vertices in S but do not include vertex v. After removing v from
the graph (line 9), we update the certificate C (line 10). If it was possible to update
the certificate (i.e. |C| = k), we recursively list the k-subgraphs that include S in
the residual graph G − {v} (line 12). When returning from the recursive call, we
restore the graph (line 14) and the certificate (line 15) to its previous state.
When the vertex set S has size k we reach the base case of the recursion (lines 1-
4). Since S is connected, it induces a k-sugraph G[S] which we output (line 2). Note
that in this case we do not proceed with the recursion (line 3).
Lemma 4.2. Given the existence of a certificate C of S and v = choose(S,C), there
exists a k-subgraph that includes S ∪{v} and thus a left branch always produces one
or more k-subgraphs.
Proof. It follows from the definition of certificate that vertices in S are in a connected
component of size at least k. Noting that in a left branch we do not remove a vertex,
S = S + {v} is still in a connected component of size at least k. Thus, the recursive
call on line 7 will list at least one k-subgraph.
Lemma 4.3. At each recursive call ListSubgraphsvi(S,C), we maintain the fol-
lowing invariants: (i) S is connected, (ii) C is a valid certificate of S and (iii)
ListSubgraphsvi(S,C) is only invoked if there exists a k-subgraph that includes S.
Proof. (i) By the definition of operation choose(S,C), v ∈ N∗(S) (line 5) and
thus, on the recursive call of line 7 (corresponding to a left branch), S ∪ {v} is still
connected. On the recursive call of line 12 (corresponding to a right branch), S is
not altered. Thus we maintain the invariant that S is connected. (ii) Before both
recursive calls of lines 5 and 7, the operations that maintain the certificate are called
(lines 6 and 10). After returning from the recursion the certificate is restored to its
previous state (lines 8 and 15) and thus the invariant S v C is maintained. (iii) By
Lemma 4.2, on the recursive call of line 7 the invariant is trivially maintained. On
the case of right branching, recursive call of line 12, we verify that S still belongs to
a connected component of size at least k (line 11).
Lemma 4.4. A call to ListSubgraphsvi(〈vi〉, C) lists the k-subgraphs that include
vi.
Proof. A call to ListSubgraphsvi(S,C) recursively lists all k-subgraphs that include
v ∈ N∗(S) (line 12). By Lemma 4.3 we maintain a certificate C that allows us to
verify if there exist any k-subgraphs that include S in the residual graph G − {v}
(line 11). If that is the case, we invoke the right branch of the recursion (line 12).
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When |S| = k, we reach the base case of the recursion and S induces a k-subgraph
that we output (line 2). Thus, we list all the k-subgraphs. Noting that we remove
vertex v on the right branch of the recursion and that the set of k-subgraphs that
include v is disjoint from the set of subgraphs that does not include v, the same
k-subgraph is not listed twice.
4.4 Amortization strategy
Let us consider the recursion tree Ri of ListSubgraphsvi(S,C). We denote a node
r ∈ Ri by the arguments 〈S,C〉 of ListSubgraphsvi(S,C). At the root ri = 〈S,C〉
of Ri, S = 〈vi〉. A leaf node in the recursion tree corresponds to the base case of the
recursion (and thus has no children). We say that an internal node r ∈ R is binary
if and only if both the left and right branch recursive calls are executed. The node
r is unary otherwise (by Lemma 4.2 left branching is always performed).
We propose a time cost charging scheme for each node r = 〈S,C〉 ∈ Ri. This
cost scheme drives the definition of the certificate and implementation of the update
operations.
T (r) =
{
O (|E[S]|) if r is leaf
O (1) otherwise
(4.1)
From the correctness of the algorithm, it follows that the leaves of the recursion
tree Ri are in one-to-one correspondence to the set of k-subgraphs that include vi.
Additionally, note that E[S] are the edges in those k-subgraphs.
Lemma 4.5. The total time over all the nodes in the recursion trees R1, . . . , Rn
given the charging scheme in Eq. 4.1 is O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|)
Proof. Since there is a one-to-one correspondence from the leaves in R1, . . . , Rn to
the subgraphs in Sk(G) then the sum of the cost over all the leaves in the recursion
tree is O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|). Furthermore, the total number of binary nodes in R
is bounded by the number of leaves. Additionally, when considering any root to leaf
path in R there are at most k left branches. This implies that there exist O(k|Sk(G)|)
internal nodes in R. Since any graph G[V ′] ∈ Sk(G) is connected, |E[V ′]| ≥ k − 1
and O(k|Sk(G)|+
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|) = O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|).
This target cost will drive the design of the operations on the graph and the
certificate. Although, on internal nodes of R, we are not able to reach O(1) time we
will show that the time cost can be amortized according to Eq. 4.1.
4.5 Certificate
A certificate C of a k′-subgraph G[S] is a data structure that uses a truncated multi-
source depth-first-search tree and classifies a vertex v ∈ N∗(S) as internal (to the
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certificate C) or external. We say that a vertex v ∈ N∗(S) is internal if v ∈ C and
external otherwise.
Given a k′-subgraph G[S] with S = v1, v2, . . . , vk′ , the multi-source DFS tree C
contains the vertices in S, which are conceptually treated as a collapsed vertex with
the ordered cutlist Cˆ(S) as adjacency list. Recall that Cˆ(S) contains the edges in the
cutset C(S) ordered by the rank of their endpoints in S. If two edges have the same
endpoint vertex v ∈ S, we use the order in which they appear in the adjacency list
of v to break the tie. Also, all the vertices in S are conceptually marked as visited
at the beginning of the DFS, so uj is never part of the DFS tree starting from ui for
any two distinct ui, uj ∈ S. Hence the adopted terminology of multi-source.
The multi-source DFS tree is truncated when it reaches k vertices. In this case
we say that |C| = k and know that there exists a k-subgraph that that includes all
vertices in S. This is the main goal of maintaining the certificate.
The data structure that implements the certificate C of S is a partition C = F∪B
where F is a forest storing the edges of the multi-source DFS whose both endpoints
are in V [C]− V [S]. It represents the remaining forest of the multi-source DFS tree
when the collapsed vertices in S are removed. Moreover, B is a vector that allows
to efficiently test if a vertex v belongs to C.
(i) We store the forest as a sorted doubly-linked list of the roots of the trees in
the forest. The order of this list is that induced by Cˆ(S): a root r precedes
a root t if the edge in (x, r) ∈ Cˆ(S) precedes (y, t) ∈ Cˆ(S). We also keep a
pointer to the last leaf, in the order of the multi-source DFS visit, of the last
tree in F .
(ii) We maintain a vector B where B[v] = true if and only if v ∈ C.
Furthermore, the certificate implements the following operations:
• Let r be the root of the last tree in F . Operation promote(C) removes r from
F and appends the children of r to F (and thus the children of r become roots
of trees in F ).
• Let l be the last leaf of the last tree T in F (in the order of the DFS visit).
Operation removelastleaf(C) removes l from T . Note that l can also the
last root in F , in this case this root is removed since T becomes empty.
Lemma 4.6. Operations promote(C) and removelastleaf(C) can be performed in
O(1) time.
Proof. Operation promote(C). By maintaining the trees in F using the classic first-
child next-children encoding of trees, it is possible to take the linked list of children
of r and append it to F in constant time. Operation removelastleaf(C) can also
be implemented in constant time since we maintain a pointer to the last leaf l and
only have to remove it from the certificate.
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Figure 4.2: Choosing vertex v ∈ N∗(S). The certificate C is shadowed.
As we will show in Section 4.5.1, this implementation of the certificate allows it
to be efficiently updated. Additionally, we show that it can be computed in time
proportional to the number of edges in the certificate C.
Lemma 4.7. Operation C = certificate(〈vi〉) can be performed in O(|E[C]|)
time.
Proof. We start performing a classic DFS visit starting from vi and adding the tree
edges visited to F . When k vertices are collected, we stop the visit. On vertex x,
we visit edges e = (x, y) that either collect a vertex y not previously visited and we
set B[y] = true or connect x to a vertex y already visited (e is a back edge). In
both cases e ∈ E[C] and we do not visit such edge e more than twice (once of each
endpoint).
Also with the goal of efficiently updating the certificate, we define a specialization
of the operation v = choose(S,C) (illustrated in Figure 4.2). Recall that the only
requirement for the correctness of the algorithm is that v ∈ N∗(S). By using the
classification of v as internal or external, we are able to select a vertex that allows
efficiently updating the certificate.
• choose(S,C) returns a vertex v ∈ N∗(S) such that: v is external if such vertex
v /∈ C exists; otherwise return the last root of F (in this case v is internal).
4.5.1 Maintaining the certificate
Let us now show how to maintain the certificate in the time bounds defined in
Eq. 4.1. In the case of operation update left(C, v) with v = choose(S,C), we can
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update the certificate for the left branch in constant time. When v is an external
vertex, it is sufficient to remove the last leaf (in DFS order) of the last tree of F while
appending vertex v to S. If v is internal, and thus already part of C, the vertices in
the certificate remain the same and it is enough to update the data structure that
represents C.
Lemma 4.8. Operation I = update left(C, v) can be performed in O(1) time.
Proof. Given a certificate C of S, it is possible to update C so that C becomes
the certificate of S ∪ {v} in O(1) time. If v is an external vertex (i.e. v /∈ C),
when we append v to S, the data structure C is still valid but has one vertex too
many (i.e. it is a certificate that there exists a k + 1-subgraph) and thus we call
removelastleaf(C) to decrease the size by one while maintaining the property
that C is still a multi-source DFS tree. In the case that v is an internal vertex, the
vertices in the certificate C are still the same but we have to update F to reflect that
the size of V [S+{v}]−V [C] is now smaller. Since v is the root of the last tree in F it
is enough to call operation promote(C) while maintaining the invariant that C is a
multi-source truncated DFS from S. The modifications to C are stored in I in order
to restore the certificate C to its previous state using operation restore(C, I).
Performing the operation update right(C, v) when v is external to the certificate
is also easy as the certificate C remains valid after the removal of vertex v.
Lemma 4.9. Operation I = update right(C, v) can be performed in O(1) time
when v is external.
Proof. Since v /∈ C, removing the vertex v has no impact in the certificate and
therefore C is still a valid certificate of S in the graph G − {v}. In this case I is
empty.
To perform the operation update right(C, v) when v is internal is more complex
since we are removing from the graph G a vertex that is part of the certificate. By
the definition of operation choose(C), this operation invalidates the last tree of the
forest F (other trees have been completely explored by the DFS and, since the graph
is undirected, there are no cross edges between the trees in F ). Nevertheless, noting
that there are no vertices in N∗(S) that do not belong to the certificate, we prove
that we can recompute part of the multi-source DFS tree in the budget defined in
Eq. 4.1. When this recomputation is able to update the certificate C with |C| = k,
we prove that we can charge its cost on the leaf that outputs the k-subgraph G[C].
When the recomputation leads to a C with |C| < k, we prove that there still exists
a leaf where we can charge the cost of recomputing the certificate. Furthermore, we
prove that the same leaf is not charged twice and thus we respect the cost scheme
defined in Eq. 4.1.
Lemma 4.10. Operation I = update right(C, v), when v is internal, can be per-
formed in the time defined by Eq. 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: Case (a) of update right(C, v) when v is internal
Proof. In this operation we have removed vertex v which, by definition of choose(C),
is the last root of the last tree T of F . We note that, when removing v, the tree T
has been split into several branches T ′1, T
′
2, . . . , T
′
i , one for each of the i children of
v in T . Additionally, by the definition of choose(C), we remark that there are no
edges e = (x, y) where x ∈ S and y /∈ V [C]−V [S] and thus every edge leaving from
a vertex in S leads to a vertex in the forest. Furthermore, by the properties of the
multi-source DFS tree, we know that the trees T ′1, . . . , T
′
i−1 are closed while the tree
T ′i is possibly open (i.e. can lead to vertices not previously in the certificate).
We update the certificate by performing the multi-source DFS tree much like in
Lemma 4.7 but with small twist. (i) If we reach a vertex in a tree of F different from
T we reuse the portion of the DFS visit already performed. This tree of F is still
valid as there exist no cross edges between tree (a key property and the main reason
why we use a DFS). Thus, we proceed w.l.o.g. assuming that F is composed only by
its last tree T ; (ii) If we reach a vertex in the trees T ′1, . . . , T
′
i we keep performing the
visit until k vertices are visited or we have no edges left to explore. The modifications
performed are kept in I and when a vertex x is included in (resp. removed from)
the certificate B[x] is set to true (resp. false).
The existence of a certificate C with |C| = k, depends of how many of the trees
T ′1, . . . , T
′
i−1 we are able to “recapture”. Only if we are able to reach the tree T
′
i , we
will be able to include extra vertices not previously in the certificate (to account for
the removal of v and possible the disconnection of T ′1, . . . , T
′
i−1). For the purposes of
this proof, let us consider two different cases: (a) when the visit reaches k vertices
and, (b) when the visit does not reach k vertices. Note that in case (b), the right
branch of the recursion tree will not be performed.
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Figure 4.4: Case (b) of update right(C, v) when v is internal
(a) Since the updated certificate C includes k vertices and noting that we did not
explore edges external to C, this operation takes O(|E[C]|) time. In this case
we perform a rightward branch. We charge this cost to the leaf corresponding
to the output of k-subgraph G[C]. Given the order choose(C) selects the
vertices to recurse, the path in the recursion tree R from the current node of
recursion rx ∈ R to the leaf corresponding to the output of C is a sequences of
left branches with v being an internal vertex interleaved with right branches
with v being an external vertex. Noting that from rx to this leaf we do not
perform any right branch where v is internal, any leaf is charged at most once.
This case is illustrated in Figure 4.3.
(b) When |C| < k the visit still takes O(|E[C]|) time but, since G[C] is not a
k-subgraph, we are not able to amortize it in the same way as in (a). Let
us assume that the vertices α of the trees T ′1, . . . T
′
i were “recaptured”, the
vertices β of the trees T ′1, . . . T
′
i were not “recaptured” and that the vertices γ
not previously in C were visited. Note that |α| + |γ| + |S| < k. We are able
to charge the O(|E[C]|) cost to a leaf (and thus k-subgraph) X that includes
every edge in E[C]. The k-subgraph X is formed in the following way: (i)
X includes the vertices in S; (ii) X includes the vertex v; (iii) includes the
vertices in α and γ; (iv) Since v is part of X, all the vertices in β are connected
to the vertices in X and thus we include a sufficient number of those in order
to have |X| = k. Note that E[C] ⊂ E[X]. When γ 6= ∅, the leaf corresponding
to X is in a right branch of one of the descendants of the left branch of the
current node of the recursion and thus is not charged more than once. The
limit case when β = ∅ implies that no new nodes were visited in the update of
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the certificate (i.e. γ = ∅) and thus the certificate C previous to the update is
the only leaf in the current branch of the recursion. In this limit case is easy
to avoid recomputing the certificate in any descendant. Therefore, the cost of
operation update right(C, v) can be charged on the leaves of the recursion
according to the cost defined in Eq. 4.1.
Lemma 4.11. Operation restore(C, I), can be performed in the time defined by
Eq. 4.1.
Proof. We use standard data structures (i.e. linked lists) for the representation of
certificate C. There exist persistent versions of these data structures that maintain
a stack of modifications applied to them and that can restore its contents to their
previous states. Given the modifications in I, these data structures take O(|I|)
time to restore the previous version of C. Given that the time taken to fill the
modification in I done on operations update left(C, v) and update right(C, v)
respects Eq. 4.1, this implies that operation restore(C, I) can be performed in the
same time bound.
4.6 Other operations
In order to implement operation choose(S,C) within the cost established in Eq. 4.1,
we have to avoid visiting the edges which are internal to the certificate C multiple
times. The naive approach of finding the first edge that connects the vertices in S
to an external vertex can take up to O(k2) time, as we possibly have to visit all
edges internal to C.
Let us consider the set of nodes N in the recursion tree Ri that have the same
vertices in the certificate as the node r = (S,C) ∈ Ri. The recursion nodes in N
correspond to a sequence of right branches in external vertices and left branches on
internal vertices.
We make use of a data structure which we call parking lists, where we place
an edge e internal to certificate C when visiting it for the first time. Then, we
remove e from the graph G to avoid visiting it additional times. This allows us,
for the recursion nodes in N whose vertices in the certificate C are the same, to
only visit each edge in E[C] once. We then prove that this cost can be amortized
according to Eq. 4.1. The parking lists are a set of lists P0, P1, . . . , Pn corresponding
to each vi ∈ V . When implementing operation choose(S,C), if we visit an edge
e = (x, y) from the graph G such that x, y ∈ C we append e to Px and remove it from
adj(x). Note that, for the purpose of simplification, this modification is restricted
to operation choose(S,C) and for other operations, such as the ones necessary to
maintain the certificate, internal edges are still present (i.e. the adjacency list of
vertex u ∈ V is adj(u) ∪ Pu).
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Lemma 4.12. Operation choose(S,C) can be performed within the time cost defined
in Eq 4.1.
Proof. For each vertex x ∈ S we take each edge e = (x, y) ∈ adj(x). When vertex
y /∈ C, we return y. This can be tested in constant time by checking if vector
B[y] = false. When all edges are visited without finding such vertex y, we return
the root of the last tree in forest F .
During this process, when we take and edge e = (x, y) with y ∈ C, we remove e
from adj(x) and set Px := Px ∪ {e}. Furthermore, on the implementation of oper-
ation removelastleaf(C), when removing vertex l from the certificate we update
adj(l) = adj(l) ∪ Px. This operation can be done in constant time.
Consider the set of nodes N , forming a path in the recursion tree Ri, where the
vertices in their certificates C are the same. By using this strategy, we do not visit
any edge in E[C] more than twice (once for each endpoint) and we can charge this
cost to the leaf corresponding to the output of C. Since there is only one such path
for the set of vertices in certificate C, the cost of this operation can be charged
according to Eq. 4.1.
We are now left with the analysis of operations del(v) and undel(v) in a node
〈S,C〉 of the recursion tree Ri. One thing to note is that the adjacency list adj(v)
can have up to n − 1 edges and, at first sight, we cannot afford to pay this cost.
A key insight is that each of the edges in adj(v) is connected to the certificate C
and thus it implies that e is part of some k-subgraphs. We now prove that we can
amortize the cost of del(v) in those subgraphs.
Lemma 4.13. Operations del(v) and undel(v) can be performed within the time
cost defined in Eq 4.1.
Proof. Consider the deletion of each edge incident in v, e = (v, w) ∈ adj(v). Note
that any vertex w is connected to S though v and thus there will be internal nodes
〈S ′, C ′〉 of the recursion tree with S ′ = S ∪ {v} ∪ {w}. We charge the O(1) cost of
removing edge e on the first internal node 〈S ′, C ′〉 ∈ Ri. Since, for a given S we
remove (v, w) only once, this internal node is not charged multiple times. Operation
undel(v) can be performed in the same time bound.
Lemma 4.14. We can maintain the parking lists in such way that they include
every edge internal to the certificate within the time cost defined in Eq 4.1.
Proof. When we add one external vertex v to the certificate, we can visit every edge
incident in v and add it to Pv if it is internal to the certificate. By a similar argument
to the one used in Lemma 4.13, every edge e = (v, w) ∈ adj(v) can be visited. We
can charge O(1) cost of visiting e to the first internal node 〈S ′, C ′〉 ∈ Ri where
internal node 〈S ′, C ′〉 is the first node of the recursion tree with S ′ = S ∪{v}∪{w}.
Since v is external and v is removed on the right branch of the recursion, the edges
incident in v are not visited more than once. When v is internal, every edge internal
to the certificate has already been discovered by operation choose(C).
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Having analyzed each operation performed in a node of the recursion tree, we
are able to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 4.15. The operations a node r of the recursion tree R can be perform in
the time defined in Eq. 4.1:
T (r) =
{
O (|E[S]|) if r is leaf
O (1) otherwise
Proof. Directly from Lemmas 4.12, 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.13 and 4.11, each operation
performed on an internal node of the recursion tree can be performed within the time
cost defined. Furthermore, on the leaves of the recursion tree, we only have to output
the edges on E[S], which can be recorded in the parking lists by Lemma 4.14.
With Lemma 4.15 and Lemma 4.5 we are able to prove Lemma 4.16 which
completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Lemma 4.16. Algorithm 5 lists all k-subgraphs in O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|)
Proof. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.15, the total time spent in ListSubgraphsvi(S,C)
(line 5) is O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|). By Lemma 4.7, the cost of each call to C =
certificate(S) (line 3) is O(|E[C]|). In the case |C| = k (lines 4-6), this cost
can be amortized in the leaf corresponding to the output of k-subgraph C. When
|C| < k (lines 7-10), we remove every vertex in C and incident edges, thus the total
cost over these operations is O(m). Noting that the input graph G is connected,
each edge belongs to at least a k-subgraph and the total time taken by Algorithm 5
is O(
∑
G[V ′]∈Sk(G) |E[V ′]|)
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Chapter 5
Listing cycles and st-paths
Listing all the simple cycles (hereafter just called cycles) in a graph is a classical
problem whose efficient solutions date back to the early 70s. For a graph with n
vertices and m edges, containing η cycles, the best known solution in the literature
is given by Johnson’s algorithm [43] and takes O((η+1)(m+n)) time. This solution
is surprisingly not optimal for undirected graphs: to the best of our knowledge, no
theoretically faster solutions have been proposed in almost 40 years.
Results
Originally introduced in [10], we present the first optimal solution to list all the cycles
in an undirected graph G. Specifically, let C(G) denote the set of all these cycles
(|C(G)| = η). For a cycle c ∈ C(G), let |c| denote the number of edges in c. Our
algorithm requires O(m +
∑
c∈C(G) |c|) time and is asymptotically optimal: indeed,
Ω(m) time is necessarily required to read G as input, and Ω(
∑
c∈C(G) |c|) time is
necessarily required to list the output. Since |c| ≤ n, the cost of our algorithm never
exceeds O(m+ (η + 1)n) time.
Along the same lines, we also present the first optimal solution to list all the
simple paths from s to t (shortly, st-paths) in an undirected graph G. Let Pst(G)
denote the set of st-paths in G and, for an st-path pi ∈ Pst(G), let |pi| be the
number of edges in pi. Our algorithm lists all the st-paths in G optimally in O(m+∑
pi∈Pst(G) |pi|) time, observing that Ω(
∑
pi∈Pst(G) |pi|) time is necessarily required to
list the output.
We prove the following reduction to relate C(G) and Pst(G) for some suitable
choices of vertices s, t: if there exists an optimal algorithm to list the st-paths in G,
then there exists an optimal algorithm to list the cycles in G. Hence, we can focus
on listing st-paths.
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Figure 5.1: Example graph G1, its st-paths and cycles
Previous work
The classical problem of listing all the cycles of a graph has been extensively studied
for its many applications in several fields, ranging from the mechanical analysis
of chemical structures [85] to the design and analysis of reliable communication
networks, and the graph isomorphism problem [104]. In particular, at the turn of
the seventies several algorithms for enumerating all cycles of an undirected graph
have been proposed. There is a vast body of work, and the majority of the algorithms
listing all the cycles can be divided into the following three classes (see [8, 57] for
excellent surveys).
1. Search space algorithms. According to this approach, cycles are looked for
in an appropriate search space. In the case of undirected graphs, the cycle
vector space [16] turned out to be the most promising choice: from a basis for
this space, all vectors are computed and it is tested whether they are a cycle.
Since the algorithm introduced in [104], many algorithms have been proposed:
however, the complexity of these algorithms turns out to be exponential in the
dimension of the vector space, and thus in n. For planar graphs, an algorithm
listing cycles in O((η + 1)n) time was presented in [86].
2. Backtrack algorithms. By this approach, all paths are generated by backtrack
and, for each path, it is tested whether it is a cycle. One of the first algorithms
is the one proposed in [90], which is however exponential in η. By adding a
simple pruning strategy, this algorithm has been successively modified in [89]:
it lists all the cycles in O(nm(η + 1)) time. Further improvements were pro-
posed in [43, 87, 73], leading to O((η + 1)(m+ n))-time algorithms that work
for both directed and undirected graphs.
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Figure 5.2: Diamond graph.
3. Using the powers of the adjacency matrix. This approach uses the so-called
variable adjacency matrix, that is, the formal sum of edges joining two vertices.
A non-zero element of the p-th power of this matrix is the sum of all walks
of length p: hence, to compute all cycles, we compute the nth power of the
variable adjacency matrix. This approach is not very efficient because of the
non-simple walks. Algorithms based on this approach (e.g. [71, 108]) basically
differ only on the way they avoid to consider walks that are neither paths nor
cycles.
Almost 40 years after Johnson’s algorithm [43], the problem of efficiently listing
all cycles of a graph is still an active area of research (e.g. [9, 36, 41, 55, 77, 106, 79]).
New application areas have emerged in the last decade, such as bioinformatics:
for example, two algorithms for this problem have been proposed in [47, 48] while
studying biological interaction graphs. Nevertheless, no significant improvement has
been obtained from the theory standpoint: in particular, Johnson’s algorithm is still
the theoretically most efficient. His O((η + 1)(m+ n))-time solution is surprisingly
not optimal for undirected graphs as we show in this chapter.
Difficult graphs for Johnson’s algorithm
It is worth observing that the analysis of the time complexity of Johnson’s algorithm
is not pessimistic and cannot match the one of our algorithm for listing cycles. For
example, consider the sparse “diamond” graph Dn = (V,E) in Fig. 5.2 with n = 2k+
3 vertices in V = {a, b, c, v1, . . . , vk, u1, . . . , uk}. There are m = Θ(n) edges in E =
{(a, c), (a, vi), (vi, b), (b, ui), (ui, c), for 1 ≤ i ≤ k}, and three kinds of (simple) cycles:
(1) (a, vi), (vi, b), (b, uj), (uj, c), (c, a) for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k; (2) (a, vi), (vi, b), (b, vj), (vj, a)
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k; (3) (b, ui), (ui, c), (c, uj), (uj, b) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, totalizing
η = Θ(n2) cycles. Our algorithm takes Θ(n+ k2) = Θ(η) = Θ(n2) time to list these
cycles. On the other hand, Johnson’s algorithm takes Θ(n3) time, and the discovery
of the Θ(n2) cycles in (1) costs Θ(k) = Θ(n) time each: the backtracking procedure
in Johnson’s algorithm starting at a, and passing through vi, b and uj for some i, j,
arrives at c: at that point, it explores all the vertices ul (l 6= i) even if they do not
lead to cycles when coupled with a, vi, b, uj, and c.
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Figure 5.3: Block tree of G with bead string Bs,t in gray.
5.1 Preliminaries
Let G = (V,E) be an undirected connected graph with n = |V | vertices and m = |E|
edges, without self-loops or parallel edges. For a vertex u ∈ V , we denote by N(u)
the neighborhood of u and by d(u) = |N(u)| its degree. G[V ′] denotes the subgraph
induced by V ′ ⊆ V , and G − u is the induced subgraph G[V \ {u}] for u ∈ V .
Likewise for edge e ∈ E, we adopt the notation G− e = (V,E \ {e}). For a vertex
v ∈ V , the postorder DFS number of v is the relative time in which v was last visited
in a DFS traversal, i.e. the position of v in the vertex list ordered by the last visiting
time of each vertex in the DFS.
Paths are simple in G by definition: we refer to a path pi by its natural sequence
of vertices or edges. A path pi from s to t, or st-path, is denoted by pi = s  t.
Additionally, P(G) is the set of all paths in G and Ps,t(G) is the set of all st-paths
in G. When s = t we have cycles, and C(G) denotes the set of all cycles in G. We
denote the number of edges in a path pi by |pi| and in a cycle c by |c|. In this chapter,
we consider the following problems.
Problem 5.1 (Listing st-Paths). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) and two
distinct vertices s, t ∈ V , output all the paths pi ∈ Ps,t(G).
Problem 5.2 (Listing Cycles). Given an undirected graph G = (V,E), output all
the cycles c ∈ C(G).
Our algorithms assume without loss of generality that the input graph G is
connected, hence m ≥ n − 1, and use the decomposition of G into biconnected
components. Recall that an articulation point (or cut-vertex) is a vertex u ∈ V
such that the number of connected components in G increases when u is removed.
G is biconnected if it has no articulation points. Otherwise, G can always be de-
composed into a tree of biconnected components, called the block tree, where each
biconnected component is a maximal biconnected subgraph of G (see Fig. 5.3), and
two biconnected components are adjacent if and only if they share an articulation
point.
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5.2 Overview and main ideas
While the basic approach is simple (see the binary partition in point 3), we use
a number of non-trivial ideas to obtain our optimal algorithm for an undirected
(connected) graph G as summarized in the steps below.
1. Prove the following reduction. If there exists an optimal algorithm to list the
st-paths in G, there exists an optimal algorithm to list the cycles in G. This
relates C(G) and Pst(G) for some choices s, t.
2. Focus on listing the st-paths. Consider the decomposition of the graph into
biconnected components (bccs), thus forming a tree T where two bccs are
adjacent in T iff they share an articulation point. Exploit (and prove) the
property that if s and t belong to distinct bccs, then (i) there is a unique
sequence Bs,t of adjacent bccs in T through which each st-path must neces-
sarily pass, and (ii) each st-path is the concatenation of paths connecting the
articulation points of these bccs in Bs,t.
3. Recursively list the st-paths in Bs,t using the classical binary partition (i.e.
given an edge e in G, list all the cycles containing e, and then all the cycles
not containing e): now it suffices to work on the first bcc in Bs,t, and efficiently
maintain it when deleting an edge e, as required by the binary partition.
4. Use a notion of certificate to avoid recursive calls (in the binary partition) that
do not list new st-paths. This certificate is maintained dynamically as a data
structure representing the first bcc in Bs,t, which guarantees that there exists
at least one new solution in the current Bs,t.
5. Consider the binary recursion tree corresponding to the binary partition. Di-
vide this tree into spines : a spine corresponds to the recursive calls generated
by the edges e belonging to the same adjacency list in Bs,t. The amortized cost
for each listed st-path pi is O(|pi|) when there is a guarantee that the amor-
tized cost in each spine S is O(µ), where µ is a lower bound on the number of
st-paths that will be listed from the recursive calls belonging to S. The (un-
known) parameter µ, which is different for each spine S, and the corresponding
cost O(µ), will drive the design of the proposed algorithms.
5.2.1 Reduction to st-paths
We now show that listing cycles reduces to listing st-paths while preserving the
optimal complexity.
Lemma 5.1. Given an algorithm that solves Problem 5.1 in O(m+
∑
pi∈Ps,t(G) |pi|)
time, there exists an algorithm that solves Problem 5.2 in O(m+
∑
c∈C(G) |c|) time.
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Proof. Compute the biconnected components of G and keep them in a list L. Each
(simple) cycle is contained in one of the biconnected components and therefore we
can treat each biconnected component individually as follows. While L is not empty,
extract a biconnected component B = (VB, EB) from L and repeat the following
three steps: (i) compute a DFS traversal of B and take any back edge b = (s, t) in
B; (ii) list all st-paths in B− b, i.e. the cycles in B that include edge b; (iii) remove
edge b from B, compute the new biconnected components thus created by removing
edge b, and append them to L. When L becomes empty, all the cycles in G have
been listed.
Creating L takes O(m) time. For every B ∈ L, steps (i) and (iii) take O(|EB|)
time. Note that step (ii) always outputs distinct cycles in B (i.e. st-paths in B −
b) in O(|EB| +
∑
pi∈Ps,t(B−b) |pi|) time. However, B − b is then decomposed into
biconnected components whose edges are traversed again. We can pay for the latter
cost: for any edge e 6= b in a biconnected component B, there is always a cycle in
B that contains both b and e (i.e. it is an st-path in B − b), hence ∑pi∈Ps,t(B−b) |pi|
dominates the term |EB|, i.e.
∑
pi∈Ps,t(B−b) |pi| = Ω(|EB|). Therefore steps (i)–(iii)
take O(
∑
pi∈Ps,t(B−b) |pi|) time. When L becomes empty, the whole task has taken
O(m+
∑
c∈C(G) |c|) time.
5.2.2 Decomposition in biconnected components
We now focus on listing st-paths (Problem 5.1). We use the decomposition of G
into a block tree of biconnected components. Given vertices s, t, define its bead
string, denoted by Bs,t, as the unique sequence of one or more adjacent biconnected
components (the beads) in the block tree, such that the first one contains s and
the last one contains t (see Fig. 5.3): these biconnected components are connected
through articulation points, which must belong to all the paths to be listed.
Lemma 5.2. All the st-paths in Ps,t(G) are contained in the induced subgraph
G[Bs,t] for the bead string Bs,t. Moreover, all the articulation points in G[Bs,t]
are traversed by each of these paths.
Proof. Consider an edge e = (u, v) in G such that u ∈ Bs,t and v /∈ Bs,t. Since the
biconnected components of a graph form a tree and the bead string Bs,t is a path in
this tree, there are no paths v  w in G−e for any w ∈ Bs,t because the biconnected
components in G are maximal and there would be a larger one (a contradiction).
Moreover, let B1, B2, . . . , Br be the biconnected components composing Bs,t, where
s ∈ B1 and t ∈ Br. If there is only one biconnected component in the path (i.e. r =
1), there are no articulation points in Bs,t. Otherwise, all of the r − 1 articulation
points in Bs,t are traversed by each path pi ∈ Ps,t(G): indeed, the articulation
point between adjacent biconnected components Bi and Bi+1 is their only vertex in
common and there are no edges linking Bi and Bi+1.
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We thus restrict the problem of listing the paths in Ps,t(G) to the induced sub-
graphG[Bs,t], conceptually isolating it from the rest ofG. For the sake of description,
we will use interchangeably Bs,t and G[Bs,t] in the rest of the chapter.
5.2.3 Binary partition scheme
We list the set of st-paths in Bs,t, denoted by Ps,t(Bs,t), by applying the binary
partition method (where Ps,t(G) = Ps,t(Bs,t) by Lemma 5.2): we choose an edge
e = (s, v) incident to s and then list all the st-paths that include e and then all the
st-paths that do not include e. Since we delete some vertices and some edges during
the recursive calls, we proceed as follows.
Invariant: At a generic recursive step on vertex u (initially, u := s), let pis = s u
be the path discovered so far (initially, pis is empty {}). Let Bu,t be the current bead
string (initially, Bu,t := Bs,t). More precisely, Bu,t is defined as follows: (i) remove
from Bs,t all the vertices in pis but u, and the edges incident to u and discarded so
far; (ii) recompute the block tree on the resulting graph; (iii) Bu,t is the unique
bead string that connects u to t in the recomputed block tree.
Base case: When u = t, output the st-path pis.
Recursive rule: Let P(pis, u, Bu,t) denote the set of st-paths to be listed by the
current recursive call. Then, it is the union of the following two disjoint sets, for an
edge e = (u, v) incident to u:
• Left branching: the st-paths in P(pis · e, v, Bv,t) that use e, where Bv,t is the
unique bead string connecting v to t in the block tree resulting from the
deletion of vertex u from Bu,t.
• Right branching: the st-paths in P(pis, u, B′u,t) that do not use e, where B′u,t is
the unique bead string connecting u to t in the block tree resulting from the
deletion of edge e from Bu,t.
Hence, Ps,t(Bs,t) (and so Ps,t(G)) can be computed by invoking P({}, s, Bs,t). The
correctness and completeness of the above approach is discussed in Section 5.2.4.
At this point, it should be clear why we introduce the notion of bead strings in
the binary partition. The existence of the partial path pis and the bead string Bu,t
guarantees that there surely exists at least one st-path. But there are two sides of
the coin when using Bu,t.
1. One advantage is that we can avoid useless recursive calls: If vertex u has
only one incident edge e, we just perform the left branching; otherwise, we
can safely perform both the left and right branching since the first bead in
Bu,t is always a biconnected component by definition (thus there exists both
an st-path that traverses e and one that does not).
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Figure 5.4: Example certificate of Bu,t
2. The other side of the coin is that we have to maintain the bead string Bu,t as
Bv,t in the left branching and as B
′
u,t in the right branching by Lemma 5.2.
Note that these bead strings are surely non-empty since Bu,t is non-empty by
induction (we only perform either left or left/right branching when there are
solutions by item 1).
To efficiently address point 2, we need to introduce the notion of certificate as
described next.
5.2.4 Introducing the certificate
Given the bead string Bu,t, we call the head of Bu,t, denoted by Hu, the first bicon-
nected component in Bu,t, where u ∈ Hu. Consider a DFS tree of Bu,t rooted at u
that changes along with Bu,t, and classify the edges in Bu,t as tree edges or back
edges (there are no cross edges since the graph is undirected).
To maintain Bu,t (and so Hu) during the recursive calls, we introduce a certificate
C (see Fig. 5.4): It is a suitable data structure that uses the above classification
of the edges in Bu,t, and supports the following operations, required by the binary
partition scheme.
• choose(C, u): returns an edge e = (u, v) with v ∈ Hu such that pis ·(u, v)·u t
is an st-path such that u  t is inside Bu,t. Note that e always exists since
Hu is biconnected. Also, the chosen v is the last one in DFS postorder among
the neighbors of u: in this way, the (only) tree edge e is returned when there
are no back edges leaving from u. (As it will be clear in Sections 5.3 and 5.4,
this order facilitates the analysis and the implementation of the certificate.)
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Algorithm 7 list pathss,t(pis, u, C)
1: if u = t then
2: output(pis)
3: return
4: end if
5: e = (u, v) := choose(C, u)
6: if e is back edge then
7: I := right update(C, e)
8: list pathss,t(pis, u, C)
9: restore(C, I)
10: end if
11: I := left update(C, e)
12: list pathss,t(pis · (u, v), v, C)
13: restore(C, I)
• left update(C, e): for the given e = (u, v), it obtains Bv,t from Bu,t as dis-
cussed in Section 5.2.3. This implies updating also Hu, C, and the block tree,
since the recursion continues on v. It returns bookkeeping information I for
what is updated, so that it is possible to revert to Bu,t, Hu, C, and the block
tree, to their status before this operation.
• right update(C, e): for the given e = (u, v), it obtains B′u,t from Bu,t as
discussed in Section 5.2.3, which implies updating also Hu, C, and the block
tree. It returns bookkeeping information I as in the case of left update(C, e).
• restore(C, I): reverts the bead string to Bu,t, the head Hu, the certificate C,
and the block tree, to their status before operation I := left update(C, e) or
I := right update(C, e) was issued (in the same recursive call).
Note that a notion of certificate in listing problems has been introduced in [20],
but it cannot be directly applied to our case due to the different nature of the
problems and our use of more complex structures such as biconnected components.
Using our certificate and its operations, we can now formalize the binary partition
and its recursive calls P(pis, u, Bu,t) described in Section 5.2.3 as Algorithm 7, where
Bu,t is replaced by its certificate C.
The base case (u = t) corresponds to lines 1–4 of Algorithm 7. During recursion,
the left branching corresponds to lines 5 and 11-13, while the right branching to
lines 5–10. Note that we perform only the left branching when there is only one
incident edge in u, which is a tree edge by definition of choose. Also, lines 9
and 13 are needed to restore the parameters to their values when returning from the
recursive calls.
Lemma 5.3. Algorithm 7 correctly lists all the st-paths in Ps,t(G).
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Proof. For a given vertex u the function choose(C, u) returns an edge e incident to
u. We maintain the invariant that pis is a path s  u, since at the point of the
recursive call in line 12: (i) is connected as we append edge (u, v) to pis and; (ii) it is
simple as vertex u is removed from the graph G in the call to left update(C, e) in
line 11. In the case of recursive call in line 8 the invariant is trivially maintained as
pis does not change. The algorithm only outputs st-paths since pis is a s  u path
and u = t when the algorithm outputs, in line 2.
The paths with prefix pis that do not use e are listed by the recursive call in line 8.
This is done by removing e from the graph (line 7) and thus no path can include
e. Paths that use e are listed in line 12 since in the recursive call e is added to pis.
Given that the tree edge incident to u is the last one to be returned by choose(C, u),
there is no path that does not use this edge, therefore it is not necessary to call line 8
for this edge.
A natural question is what is the time complexity: we must account for the cost
of maintaining C and for the cost of the recursive calls of Algorithm 7. Since we
cannot always maintain the certificate in O(1) time, the ideal situation for attaining
an optimal cost is taking O(µ) time if at least µ st-paths are listed in the current call
(and its nested calls). Unfortunately, we cannot estimate µ efficiently and cannot
design Algorithm 7 so that it takes O(µ) adaptively. We circumvent this by using
a different cost scheme in Section 5.2.5 that is based on the recursion tree induced
by Algorithm 7. Section 5.4 is devoted to the efficient implementation of the above
certificate operations according to the cost scheme that we discuss next.
5.2.5 Recursion tree and cost amortization
We now show how to distribute the costs among the several recursive calls of Al-
gorithm 7 so that optimality is achieved. Consider a generic execution on the bead
string Bu,t. We trace this execution by using a binary recursion tree R. The nodes
of R are labeled by the arguments of Algorithm 7: specifically, we denote a node in
R by the triple x = 〈pis, u, C〉 iff it represents the call with arguments pis, u, and C.1
The left branching is represented by the left child, and the right branching (if any)
by the right child of the current node.
Lemma 5.4. The binary recursion tree R for Bu,t has the following properties:
1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the paths in Ps,t(Bu,t) and the
leaves in the recursion tree rooted at node 〈pis, u, C〉.
2. Consider any leaf and its corresponding st-path pi: there are |pi| left branches
in the corresponding root-to-leaf trace.
1For clarity, we use “nodes” when referring to R and “vertices” when referring to Bu,t.
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Figure 5.5: Spine of the recursion tree
3. Consider the instruction e := choose(C, u) in Algorithm 7: unary (i.e. single-
child) nodes correspond to left branches (e is a tree edge) while binary nodes
correspond to left and right branches (e is a back edge).
4. The number of binary nodes is |Ps,t(Bu,t)| − 1.
Proof. We proceed in order as follows.
1. We only output a solution in a leaf and we only do recursive calls that lead
us to a solution. Moreover every node partitions the set of solutions in the
ones that use an edge and the ones that do not use it. This guarantees that
the leaves in the left subtree of the node corresponding to the recursive call
and the leaves in the right subtree do not intersect. This implies that different
leaves correspond to different paths from s to t, and that for each path there
is a corresponding leaf.
2. Each left branch corresponds to the inclusion of an edge in the path pi.
3. Since we are in a biconnected component, there is always a left branch. There
can be no unary node as a right branch: indeed for any edge of Bu,t there
exists always a path from s to t passing through that edge. Since the tree edge
is always the last one to be chosen, unary nodes cannot correspond to back
edges and binary nodes are always back edges.
4. It follows from point 1 and from the fact that the recursion tree is a binary
tree. (In any binary tree, the number of binary nodes is equal to the number
of leaves minus 1.)
We define a spine of R to be a subset of R’s nodes linked as follows: the first
node is a node x that is either the left child of its parent or the root of R, and the
other nodes are those reachable from x by right branching in R. Let x = 〈pis, u, C〉
be the first node in a spine S. The nodes in S correspond to the edges that are
incident to vertex u in Bu,t: hence their number equals the degree d(u) of u in Bu,t,
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and the deepest (last) node in S is always a tree edge in Bu,t while the others are
back edges. Fig. 5.5 shows the spine corresponding to Bu,t in Fig. 5.4. Summing up,
R can be seen as composed by spines, unary nodes, and leaves where each spine has
a unary node as deepest node. This gives a global picture of R that we now exploit
for the analysis.
We define the compact head, denoted by HX = (VX , EX), as the (multi)graph
obtained by compacting the maximal chains of degree-2 vertices, except u, t, and
the vertices that are the leaves of its DFS tree rooted at u.
The rationale behind the above definition is that the costs defined in terms of
HX amortize well, as the size of HX and the number of st-paths in the subtree of R
rooted at node x = 〈pis, u, C〉 are intimately related (see Lemma 5.6 in Section 5.3)
while this is not necessarily true for Hu.
Recall that each leaf corresponds to a path pi and each spine corresponds to
a compact head HX = (VX , EX). We now define the following abstract cost for
spines, unary nodes, and leaves of R, for a sufficiently large constant c0 > 0, that
Algorithm 7 must fulfill:
T (r) =

c0 if r is unary
c0|pi| if r is a leaf
c0(|VX |+ |EX |) if r is a spine
(5.1)
Lemma 5.5. The sum of the costs in the nodes of the recursion tree
∑
r∈R T (r) =
O(
∑
pi∈Ps,t(Bu,t) |pi|).
Section 5.3 contains the proof of Lemma 5.5 and related properties. Setting
u := s, we obtain that the cost in Lemma 5.5 is optimal, by Lemma 5.2.
Theorem 5.3. Algorithm 7 solves problem Problem 5.1 in O(m +
∑
pi∈Ps,t(G) |pi|)
time.
By Lemma 5.1, we obtain an optimal result for listing cycles.
Theorem 5.4. Problem 5.2 can be optimally solved in O(m+
∑
c∈C(G) |c|) time.
5.3 Amortization strategy
We devote this section to prove Lemma 5.5. Let us split the sum in Eq. (5.1) in
three parts, and bound each part individually, as∑
r∈R
T (r) ≤
∑
r: unary
T (r) +
∑
r: leaf
T (r) +
∑
r: spine
T (r). (5.2)
We have that
∑
r: unary T (r) = O(
∑
pi∈Ps,t(G) |pi|), since there are |Ps,t(G)| leaves,
and the root-to-leaf trace leading to the leaf for pi contains at most |pi| unary nodes
by Lemma 5.4, where each unary node has cost O(1) by Eq. (5.1).
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Also,
∑
r: leaf T (r) = O(
∑
pi∈Ps,t(G) |pi|), since the leaf r for pi has cost O(|pi|) by
Eq. (5.1).
It remains to bound
∑
r spine T (r). By Eq. (5.1), we can rewrite this cost as∑
HX
c0(|VX |+|EX |), where the sum ranges over the compacted heads HX associated
with the spines r. We use the following lemma to provide a lower bound on the
number of st-paths descending from r.
Lemma 5.6. Given a spine r, and its bead string Bu,t with head Hu, there are at
least |EX | − |VX | + 1 st-paths in G that have prefix pis = s  u and suffix u  t
internal to Bu,t, where the compacted head is HX = (VX , EX).
Proof. HX is biconnected. In any biconnected graph B = (VB, EB) there are at least
|EB|− |VB|+ 1 xy-paths for any x, y ∈ VB. Find an ear decomposition [16] of B and
consider the process of forming B by adding ears one at the time, starting from a
single cycle including x and y. Initially |VB| = |EB| and there are 2 xy-paths. Each
new ear forms a path connecting two vertices that are part of a xy-path, increasing
the number of paths by at least 1. If the ear has k edges, its addition increases V
by k − 1, E by k, and the number of xy-paths by at least 1. The result follows by
induction.
The implication of Lemma 5.6 is that there are at least |EX | − |VX | + 1 leaves
descending from the given spine r. Hence, we can charge to each of them a cost of
c0(|VX |+|EX |)
|EX |−|VX |+1 . Lemma 5.7 allows us to prove that the latter cost is O(1) when Hu is
different from a single edge or a cycle. (If Hu is a single edge or a cycle, HX is a
single or double edge, and the cost is trivially a constant.)
Lemma 5.7. For a compacted head HX = (VX , EX), its density is
|EX |
|VX | ≥ 1110 .
Proof. Consider the following partition VX = {r} ∪ V2 ∪ V3 where: r is the root; V2
is the set of vertices with degree 2 and; V3, the vertices with degree ≥ 3. Since HX
is compacted DFS tree of a biconnected graph, we have that V2 is a subset of the
leaves and V3 contains the set of internal vertices (except r). There are no vertices
with degree 1 and d(r) ≥ 2. Let x = ∑v∈V3 d(v) and y = ∑v∈V2 d(v). We can write
the density as a function of x and y, namely,
|EX |
|VX | =
x+ y + d(r)
2(|V3|+ |V2|+ 1)
Note that |V3| ≤ x3 as the vertices in V3 have at least degree 3, |V2| = y2 as vertices
in V2 have degree exactly 2. Since d(r) ≥ 2, we derive the following bound
|EX |
|VX | ≥
x+ y + 2
2
3
x+ y + 2
Consider any graph with |VX | > 3 and its DFS tree rooted at r. Note that: (i)
there are no tree edges between any two leaves, (ii) every vertex in V2 is a leaf and
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(iii) no leaf is a child of r. Therefore, every tree edge incident in a vertex of V2 is
also incident in a vertex of V3. Since exactly half the incident edges to V2 are tree
edges (the other half are back edges) we get that y ≤ 2x.
With |VX | ≥ 3 there exists at least one internal vertex in the DFS tree and
therefore x ≥ 3.
minimize
x+ y + 2
2
3
x+ y + 2
subject to 0 ≤ y ≤ 2x,
x ≥ 3.
Since for any x the function is minimized by the maximum y s.t. y ≤ 2x and for
any y by the minimum x, we get
|EX |
|VX | ≥
9x+ 6
8x+ 6
≥ 11
10
.
Specifically, let α = 11
10
and write α = 1 + 2/β for a constant β: we have that
|EX |+ |VX | = (|EX | − |VX |) + 2|VX | ≤ (|EX | − |VX |) +β(|EX | − |VX |) = α+1α−1(|EX | −
|VX |). Thus, we can charge each leaf with a cost of c0(|VX |+|EX |)|EX |−|VX |+1 ≤ c0 α+1α−1 = O(1).
This motivates the definition of HX , since Lemma 5.7 does not necessarily hold for
the head Hu (due to the unary nodes in its DFS tree).
One last step to bound
∑
HX
c0(|VX | + |EX |): as noted before, a root-to-leaf
trace for the string storing pi has |pi| left branches by Lemma 5.4, and as many
spines, each spine charging c0
α+1
α−1 = O(1) to the leaf at hand. This means that each
of the |Ps,t(G)| leaves is charged for a cost of O(|pi|), thus bounding the sum as∑
r spine T (r) =
∑
HX
c0(|VX |+ |EX |) = O(
∑
pi∈Ps,t(G) |pi|). This completes the proof
of Lemma 5.5. As a corollary, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 5.8. The recursion tree R with cost as in Eq. (5.1) induces an O(|pi|)
amortized cost for each st-path pi.
5.4 Certificate implementation and maintenance
We show how to represent and update the certificate C so that the time taken by
Algorithm 7 in the recursion tree can be distributed among the nodes as in Eq. (5.1):
namely, (i) O(1) time in unary nodes; (ii) O(|pi|) time in the leaf corresponding to
path pi; (iii) O(|VX |+ |EX |) in each spine.
The certificate C associated with a node 〈pis, u, C〉 in the recursion tree is a
compacted and augmented DFS tree of bead string Bu,t, rooted at vertex u. The
DFS tree changes over time along with Bu,t, and is maintained in such a way that t
is in the leftmost path of the tree.
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We augment the DFS tree with sufficient information to implicitly represent
articulation points and biconnected components. Recall that, by the properties of a
DFS tree of an undirected graph, there are no cross edges (edges between different
branches of the tree).
We compact the DFS tree by contracting the vertices that have degree 2, except
u, t, and the leaves (the latter surely have incident back edges). Maintaining this
compacted representation is not a difficult data-structure problem. From now on
we can assume w.l.o.g. that C is an augmented DFS tree rooted at u where internal
nodes of the DFS tree have degree≥ 3, and each vertex v has associated the following
information.
1. A doubly-linked list lb(v) of back edges linking v to its descendants w sorted
by postorder DFS numbering.
2. A doubly-linked list ab(v) of back edges linking v to its ancestors w sorted by
preorder DFS numbering.
3. An integer γ(v), such that if v is an ancestor of w then γ(v) < γ(w).
4. The smallest γ(w) over all w, such that (h,w) is a back edge and h is in the
subtree of v, denoted by lowpoint(v).
Given three vertices v, w, x ∈ C such that v is the parent of w and x is not in the
subtree2 of w, we can efficiently test if v is an articulation point, i.e. lowpoint(w) ≤
γ(v). (Note that we adopt a variant of lowpoint using γ(v) in place of the preorder
numbering [88]: it has the same effect whereas using γ(v) is preferable since it is
easier to dynamically maintain.)
Lemma 5.9. The certificate associated with the root of the recursion can be com-
puted in O(m) time.
Proof. In order to set t to be in the leftmost path, we perform a DFS traversal of
graph G starting from s and stop when we reach vertex t. We then compute the
DFS tree, traversing the path s  t first. When visiting vertex v, we set γ(v) to
depth of v in the DFS. Before going up on the traversal, we compute the lowpoints
using the lowpoints of the children. Let z be the parent of v. If lowpoint(v) ≤ γ(z)
and v is not in the leftmost path in the DFS, we cut the subtree of v as it does
not belong to Bs,t. When first exploring the neighborhood of v, if w was already
visited, i.e. e = (u,w) is a back edge, and w is a descendant of v; we add e to ab(w).
This maintains the DFS preordering in the ancestor back edge list. Now, after the
first scan of N(v) is over and all the recursive calls returned (all the children were
explored), we re-scan the neighborhood of v. If e = (v, w) is a back edge and w
is an ancestor of v, we add e to lb(w). This maintains the DFS postorder in the
descendant back edge list. This procedure takes at most two DFS traversals in O(m)
time. This DFS tree can be compacted in the same time bound.
2The second condition is always satisfied when w is not in the leftmost path, since t is not in
the subtree of w.
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Lemma 5.10. Operation choose(C, u) can be implemented in O(1) time.
Proof. If the list lb(v) is empty, return the tree edge e = (u, v) linking u to its only
child v (there are no other children). Else, return the last edge in lb(v).
We analyze the cost of updating and restoring the certificate C. We can reuse
parts of C, namely, those corresponding to the vertices that are not in the compacted
head HX = (VX , EX) as defined in Section 5.2.5. We prove that, given a unary node
u and its tree edge e = (u, v), the subtree of v in C can be easily made a certificate
for the left branch of the recursion.
Lemma 5.11. On a unary node, left update(C, e) takes O(1) time.
Proof. Take edge e = (u, v). Remove edge e and set v as the root of the certificate.
Since e is the only edge incident in v, the subtree v is still a DFS tree. Cut the list
of children of v keeping only the first child. (The other children are no longer in the
bead string and become part of I.) There is no need to update γ(v).
We now devote the rest of this section to show how to efficiently maintain C on a
spine. Consider removing a back edge e from u: the compacted head HX = (VX , EX)
of the bead string can be divided into smaller biconnected components. Many of
those can be excluded from the certificate (i.e. they are no longer in the new bead
string, and so they are bookkept in I) and additionally we have to update the
lowpoints that change. We prove that this operation can be performed in O(|VX |)
total time on a spine of the recursion tree.
Lemma 5.12. The total cost of all the operations right update(C, e) in a spine is
O(|VX |) time.
Proof. In the right branches along a spine, we remove all back edges in lb(u). This is
done by starting from the last edge in lb(u), i.e. proceeding in reverse DFS postorder.
For back edge bi = (zi, u), we traverse the vertices in the path from zi towards the
root u, as these are the only lowpoints that can change. While moving upwards
on the tree, on each vertex w, we update lowpoint(w). This is done by taking the
endpoint y of the first edge in ab(w) (the back edge that goes the topmost in the
tree) and choosing the minimum between γ(y) and the lowpoint of each child3 of w.
We stop when the updated lowpoint(w) = γ(u) since it implies that the lowpoint
of the vertex can not be further reduced. Note that we stop before u, except when
removing the last back edge in lb(u).
To prune the branches of the DFS tree that are no longer in Bu,t, consider again
each vertex w in the path from zi towards the root u and its parent y. We check
3If lowpoint(w) does not change we cannot pay to explore its children. For each vertex we
dynamically maintain a list l(w) of its children that have lowpoint equal to γ(u). Then, we can
test in constant time if l(w) 6= ∅ and y is not the root u. If both conditions are true lowpoint(w)
changes, otherwise it remains equal to γ(u) and we stop.
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if the updated lowpoint(w) ≤ γ(y) and w is not in the leftmost path of the DFS.
If both conditions are satisfied, we have that w /∈ Bu,t, and therefore we cut the
subtree of w and keep it in I to restore later. We use the same halting criterion as
in the previous paragraph.
The cost of removing all back edges in the spine is O(|VX |): there are O(|VX |)
tree edges and, in the paths from zi to u, we do not traverse the same tree edge
twice since the process described stops at the first common ancestor of endpoints of
back edges bi. Additionally, we take O(1) time to cut a subtree of an articulation
point in the DFS tree.
To compute left update(C, e) in the binary nodes of a spine, we use the fact
that in every left branching from that spine, the graph is the same (in a spine we
only remove edges incident to u and on a left branch from the spine we remove the
vertex u) and therefore its block tree is also the same. However, the certificates on
these nodes are not the same, as they are rooted at different vertices. Using the
reverse DFS postorder of the edges, we are able to traverse each edge in HX only a
constant number of times in the spine.
Lemma 5.13. The total cost of all operations left update(C, e) in a spine is amor-
tized O(|EX |).
Proof. Let t′ be the last vertex in the path u  t s.t. t′ ∈ VX . Since t′ is an
articulation point, the subtree of the DFS tree rooted in t′ is maintained in the case
of removal of vertex u. Therefore the only modifications of the DFS tree occur in the
compacted head HX of Bu,t. Let us compute the certificate Ci: this is the certificate
of the left branch of the ith node of the spine where we augment the path with the
back edge bi = (zi, u) of lb(u) in the order defined by choose(C, u).
For the case of C1, we remove u and rebuild the certificate starting form z1 (the
last edge in lb(u)) using the algorithm from Lemma 5.9 restricted to HX and using
t′ as target and γ(t′) as a baseline to γ (instead of the depth). This takes O(|EX |)
time.
For the general case of Ci with i > 1 we also rebuild (part) of the certificate
starting from zi using the procedure from Lemma 5.9 but we use information gath-
ered in Ci−1 to avoid exploring useless branches of the DFS tree. The key point
is that, when we reach the first bead in common to both Bzi,t and Bzi−1,t, we only
explore edges internal to this bead. If an edge e leaving the bead leads to t, we can
reuse a subtree of Ci−1. If e does not lead to t, then it has already been explored
(and cut) in Ci−1 and there is no need to explore it again since it will be discarded.
Given the order we take bi, each bead is not added more than once, and the total
cost over the spine is O(|EX |).
Nevertheless, the internal edges E ′X of the first bead in common between Bzi,t
and Bzi−1,t can be explored several times during this procedure.
4 We can charge the
4Consider the case where zi, . . . , zj are all in the same bead after the removal of u. The bead
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cost O(|E ′X |) of exploring those edges to another node in the recursion tree, since
this common bead is the head of at least one certificate in the recursion subtree
of the left child of the ith node of the spine. Specifically, we charge the first node
in the leftmost path of the ith node of the spine that has exactly the edges E ′X as
head of its bead string: (i) if |E ′X | ≤ 1 it corresponds to a unary node or a leaf
in the recursion tree and therefore we can charge it with O(1) cost; (ii) otherwise
it corresponds to a first node of a spine and therefore we can also charge it with
O(|E ′X |). We use this charging scheme when i 6= 1 and the cost is always charged in
the leftmost recursion path of ith node of the spine. Consequently, we never charge
a node in the recursion tree more than once.
Lemma 5.14. On each node of the recursion tree, restore(C, I) takes time pro-
portional to the size of the modifications kept in I.
Proof. We use standard data structures (i.e. linked lists) for the representation of
certificate C. Persistent versions of these data structures exist that maintain a stack
of modifications applied to them and that can restore its contents to their previous
states. Given the modifications in I, these data structures take O(|I|) time to restore
the previous version of C.
Let us consider the case of performing left update(C, e). We cut at most
O(|VX |) edges from C. Note that, although we conceptually remove whole branches
of the DFS tree, we only remove edges that attach those branches to the DFS
tree. The other vertices and edges are left in the certificate but, as they no longer
remain attached to Bu,t, they will never be reached or explored. In the case of
right update(C, e), we have a similar situation, with at most O(|EX |) edges being
modified along the spine of the recursion tree.
From Lemmas 5.10 and 5.12–5.14, it follows that on a spine of the recursion
tree we have the costs: choose(u) on each node which is bounded by O(|VX |) time
as there are at most |VX | back edges in u; right update(C, e), restore(C, I) take
O(|VX |) time; left update(C, e) and restore(C, I) are charged O(|VX | + |EX |)
time. We thus have the following result, completing the proof of Theorem 5.3.
Lemma 5.15. Algorithm 7 can be implemented with a cost fulfilling Eq. (5.1), thus
it takes total O(m+
∑
r∈R T (r)) = O(m+
∑
pi∈Ps,t(Bu,t) |pi|) time.
5.5 Extended analysis of operations
In this suplementary section, we present all details and illustrate with figures the
operations right update(C, e) and left update(C, e) that are performed along a
spine of the recursion tree. In order to better detail the procedures in Lemma 5.12
strings are the same, but the roots zi, . . . , zj are different, so we have to compute the corresponding
DFS of the first component |j − i| times.
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Figure 5.6: Application of right update(C, e) on a spine of the recursion tree
and Lemma 5.13, we divide them in smaller parts. We use bead string Bu,t from
Fig. 5.4 and the respective spine from Fig. 5.5 as the base for the examples. This
spine contains four binary nodes corresponding to the back edges in lb(u) and an
unary node corresponding to the tree edge (u, v). Note that edges are taken in order
of the endpoints z1, z2, z3, z4, v as defined in operation choose(C, u).
By Lemma 5.2, the impact of operations right update(C, e) and left update(C, e)
in the certificate is restricted to the biconnected component of u. Thus we mainly
focus on maintaining the compacted head HX = (VX , EX) of the bead string Bu,t.
5.5.1 Operation right update(C,e)
Lemma 5.16. (Lemma 5.12 restated) In a spine of the recursion tree, operations
right update(C, e) can be implemented in O(|VX |) total time.
In the right branches along a spine, we remove all back edges in lb(u). This is
done by starting from the last edge in lb(u), i.e. proceeding in reverse DFS postorder.
In the example from Fig. 5.4, we remove the back edges (z1, u) . . . (z4, u). To update
the certificate corresponding to Bu,t, we have to (i) update the lowpoints in each
vertex of HX ; (ii) prune vertices that cease to be in Bu,t after removing a back edge.
For a vertex w in the tree, there is no need to update γ(w).
Consider the update of lowpoints in the DFS tree. For a back edge bi = (zi, u),
we traverse the vertices in the path from zi towards the root u. By definition of
lowpoint, these are the only lowpoints that can change. Suppose that we remove
back edge (z4, u) in the example from Fig. 5.4, only the lowpoints of the vertices in
the path from z4 towards the root u change. Furthermore, consider a vertex w in
the tree that is an ancestor of at least two endpoints zi, zj of back edges bi, bj. The
lowpoint of w does not change when we remove bi. These observations lead us to
the following lemma.
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Lemma 5.17. In a spine of the recursion tree, the update of lowpoints in the cer-
tificate by operation right update(C, e) can be done in O(|VX |) total time.
Proof. Take each back edge bi = (zi, u) in the order defined by choose(C, u). Re-
move bi from lb(u) and ab(zi). Starting from zi, consider each vertex w in the path
from zi towards the root u. On vertex w, we update lowpoint(w) using the standard
procedure: take the endpoint y of the first edge in ab(w) (the back edge that goes
the nearest to the root of the tree) and choosing the minimum between γ(y) and
the lowpoint of each child of w. When the updated lowpoint(w) = γ(u), we stop
examining the path from zi to u since it implies that the lowpoint of the vertex can
not be further reduced (i.e. w is both an ancestor to both zi and zi+1).
If lowpoint(w) does not change we cannot pay to explore its children. In order
to get around this, for each vertex we dynamically maintain, throughout the spine,
a list l(w) of its children that have lowpoint equal to γ(u). Then, we can test in
constant time if l(w) 6= ∅ and y (the endpoint of the first edge in ab(w)) is not the
root u. If both conditions are satisfied lowpoint(w) changes, otherwise it remains
equal to γ(u) and we stop. The total time to create the lists is O(|VX |) and the time
to update is bounded by the number of tree edges traversed, shown to be O(|VX |)
in the next paragraph.
The cost of updating the lowpoints when removing all back edges bi is O(|VX |):
there are O(|VX |) tree edges and we do not traverse the same tree edge twice since
the process described stops at the first common ancestor of endpoints of back edges
bi and bi+1. By contradiction: if a tree edge (x, y) would be traversed twice when
removing back edges bi and bi+1, it would imply that both x and y are ancestors of
zi and zi+1 (as edge (x, y) is both in the path zi to u and the path zi+1 to u) but we
stop at the first ancestor of zi and zi+1.
Let us now consider the removal of vertices that are no longer in Bu,t as conse-
quence of operation right update(C, e) in a spine of the recursion tree. By removing
a back edge bi = (zi, u), it is possible that a vertex w previously in HX is no longer
in the bead string Bu,t (e.g. w is no longer biconnected to u and thus there is no
simple path u w  t).
Lemma 5.18. In a spine of the recursion tree, the branches of the DFS that are
no longer in Bu,t due to operation right update(C, e) can be removed from the
certificate in O(|VX |) total time.
Proof. To prune the branches of the DFS tree that are no longer in HX , consider
again each vertex w in the path from zi towards the root u and the vertex y, parent
of w. It is easy to check if y is an articulation point by verifying if the updated
lowpoint(w) ≤ γ(y) and there exists x not in the subtree of w. If w is not in the
leftmost path, then t is not in the subtree of w. If that is the case, we have that
w /∈ Bu,t, and therefore we cut the subtree of w and bookkeep it in I to restore
later. Like in the update the lowpoints, we stop examining the path zi towards u in
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a vertex w when lowpoint(w) = γ(u) (the lowpoints and biconnected components in
the path from w to u do not change). When cutting the subtree of w, note that there
are no back edges connecting it to Bu,t (w is an articulation point) and therefore
there are no updates to the lists lb and ab of the vertices in Bu,t. Like in the case
of updating the lowpoints, we do not traverse the same tree edge twice (we use the
same halting criterion).
With Lemma 5.17 and Lemma 5.18 we finalize the proof of Lemma 5.12. Fig. 5.6
shows the changes the bead string Bu,t from Fig. 5.4 goes through in the correspond-
ing spine of the recursion tree.
5.5.2 Operation left update(C,e)
In the binary nodes of a spine, we use the fact that in every left branching from that
spine the graph is the same (in a spine we only remove edges incident to u and on a
left branch from the spine we remove the vertex u) and therefore its block tree is also
the same. In Fig. 5.7, we show the resulting block tree of the graph from Fig. 5.4
after having removed vertex u. However, the certificates on these left branches are
not the same, as they are rooted at different vertices. In the example we must
compute the certificates C1 . . . C4 corresponding to bead strings Bz1,t . . . Bz4,t. We
do not account for the cost of the left branch on the last node of spine (corresponding
to Bv,t) as the node is unary and we have shown in Lemma 5.11 how to maintain
the certificate in O(1) time.
By using the reverse DFS postorder of the back edges, we are able to traverse
each edge in HX only an amortized constant number of times in the spine.
Lemma 5.19. (Lemma 5.13 restated) The calls to operation left update(C, e) in
a spine of the recursion tree can be charged with a time cost of O(|EX |) to that spine.
To achieve this time cost, for each back edge bi = (zi, u), we compute the certifi-
cate corresponding toBzi,t based on the certificate ofBzi−1,t. Consider the compacted
head HX = (VX , EX) of the bead string Bu,t. We use O(|EX |) time to compute the
first certificate C1 corresponding to bead string Bz1,t. Fig. 5.8 shows bead string
Bz1,t from the example of Fig. 5.4.
Lemma 5.20. The certificate C1, corresponding to bead string Bz1,t, can be computed
in O(|EX |) time.
Proof. Let t′ be the last vertex in the path u  t s.t. t′ ∈ VX . Since t′ is an
articulation point, the subtree of the DFS tree rooted in t′ is maintained in the case
of removal vertex u. Therefore the only modifications of the DFS tree occur in head
HX of Bu,t.
To compute C1, we remove u and rebuild the certificate starting form z1 using
the algorithm from Lemma 5.9 restricted to HX and using t
′ as target and γ(t′) as
a baseline to γ (instead of the depth). In particular we do the following. To set t′
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Figure 5.7: Block tree after removing vertex u
to be in the leftmost path, we perform a DFS traversal of graph HX starting from
z1 and stop when we reach vertex t
′. Then compute the DFS tree, traversing the
path z1  t′ first.
Update of γ. For each tree edge (v, w) in the t′  z1 path, we set γ(v) = γ(w)−1,
using γ(t′) as a baseline. During the rest of the traversal, when visiting vertex v, let
w be the parent of v in the DFS tree. We set γ(v) = γ(w) + 1. This maintains the
property that γ(v) > γ(w) for any w ancestor of v.
Lowpoints and pruning the tree. Bottom-up in the DFS-tree, compute the low-
points using the lowpoints of the children. For z the parent of v, if lowpoint(v) ≤ γ(z)
and v is not in the leftmost path in the DFS, cut the subtree of v as it does not
belong to Bz1,t.
Computing lb and ab. In the traversal, when finding a back edge e = (v, w), if
w is a descendant of v we append e to ab(w). This maintains the DFS preorder in
the ancestor back edge list. After the first scan of N(v) is over and all the recursive
calls returned, re-scan the neighborhood of v. If e = (v, w) is a back edge and w
is an ancestor of v, we add e to lb(w). This maintains the DFS postorder in the
descendant back edge list. This procedure takes O(|EX |) time.
To compute each certificate Ci, corresponding to bead string Bzi,t, we are able
to avoid visiting most of the edges that belong Bzi−1,t. Since we take zi in reverse
DFS postorder, on the spine of the recursion we visit O(|EX |) edges plus a term
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that can be amortized.
Lemma 5.21. For each back edge bi = (zi, u) with i > 1, let EX
′
i be the edges in
the first bead in common between Bzi,t and Bzi−1,t. The total cost of computing all
certificates Bzi,t in a spine of the recursion tree is: O(|EX |+
∑
i>1 |EX ′i|).
Proof. Let us compute the certificate Ci: the certificate of the left branch of the ith
node of the spine where we augment the path with back edge bi = (zi, u) of lb(u).
For the general case of Ci with i > 1 we also rebuild (part) of the certificate
starting from zi using the procedure from Lemma 5.9 but we use information gath-
ered in Ci−1 to avoid exploring useless branches of the DFS tree. The key point
is that, when we reach the first bead in common to both Bzi,t and Bzi−1,t, we only
explore edges internal to this bead. If an edge e that leaves the bead leads to t,
we can reuse a subtree of Ci−1. If e does not lead to t, then it has already been
explored (and cut) in Ci−1 and there is no need to explore it again since it is going
to be discarded.
In detail, we start computing a DFS from zi in Bu,t until we reach a vertex
t′ ∈ Bzi−1,t. Note that the bead of t′ has one entry point and one exit point in
Ci−1. After reaching t′ we proceed with the traversal using only edges already in
Ci−1. When arriving at a vertex w that is not in the same bead of t′, we stop the
traversal. If w is in a bead towards t, we reuse the subtree of w and use γ(w) as a
baseline of the numbering γ. Otherwise w is in a bead towards zi−1 and we cut this
branch of the certificate. When all edges in the bead of t′ are traversed, we proceed
with visit in the standard way.
Given the order we take bi, each bead is not added more than once to a certificate
Ci, therefore the total cost over the spine is O(|EX |). Nevertheless, the internal edges
EX
′
i of the first bead in common between Bzi,t and Bzi−1,t are explored for each back
edge bi.
Although the edges in EX
′
i are in a common bead between Bzi,t and Bzi−1,t,
these edges must be visited. The entry point in the common bead can be different
for zi and zi−1, the DFS tree of that bead can also be different. For an example,
consider the case where zi, . . . , zj are all in the same bead after the removal of u.
The bead strings Bzi,t . . . Bzj ,t are the same, but the roots zi, . . . , zj of the certificate
are different, so we have to compute the corresponding DFS of the first bead |j − i|
times. Note that this is not the case for the other beads in common: the entry point
is always the same.
Lemma 5.22. The cost O(|EX |+
∑
i>1 |EX ′i|) on a spine of the recursion tree can
be amortized to O(|EX |).
Proof. We can charge the cost O(|EX ′i|) of exploring the edges in the first bead in
common between Bzi,t and Bzi−1,t to another node in the recursion tree. Since this
common bead is the head of at least one certificate in the recursion subtree of the
left child of the ith node of the spine. Specifically, we charge the first and only node
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Figure 5.8: Certificates of the left branches of a spine
in the leftmost path of the ith child of the spine that has exactly the edges EX
′
i as
head of its bead string: (i) if |EX ′i| ≤ 1 it corresponds to a unary node or a leaf
in the recursion tree and therefore we can charge it with O(1) cost; (ii) otherwise
it corresponds to a first node of a spine and therefore we can also charge it with
O(|EX ′i|). We use this charging scheme when i 6= 1 and the cost is always charged in
the leftmost recursion path of ith node of the spine, consequently we never charge
a node in the recursion tree more than once.
Lemmas 5.21 and 5.22 finalize the proof of Lemma 5.13. Fig. 5.8 shows the
certificates of bead strings Bzi,t on the left branches of the spine from Figure 5.5.
Chapter 6
Conclusion and future work
This thesis described optimal algorithms for several relevant problems to the topic
of listing combinatorial patterns in graphs. These algorithms share an approach
that appears to be general and applicable to diverse incarnations of the problem.
We finish this exposition by considering future directions for the work performed
in this thesis.
1. The results obtained can have practical implications in several domains. An
experimental analysis of the performance of the algorithms would be beneficial
continuation of the work performed. We highlight the problem of listing cycles
as the first candidate for experimentations.
2. Defining a model of dynamic data structures that support non-arbitrary oper-
ations has the potential to become an important tool in this and other topics.
One possible starting point could be a stacked fully-dynamic data-structure
model. In this model, to apply an operation on an edge e (or vertex v) would
imply the undoing of every operation done since the last operation on edge e
(resp. vertex v).
3. A general formulation of the technique, defining the requirements of the pat-
tern and setting of the problem, would allow the application of the technique
as a black box. This would likely require some work on the previous point. A
possible difficulty in doing so is that the amortized analysis is specific to on the
pattern being listed. This difficulty could be circumvented by parameterizing
the time complexity of maintaining the dynamic data structure in function of
the number of patterns it guarantees to exist in the input.
4. Application to additional problems of listing, such as bubbles, induced paths
and holes described in Section 2.2, would likely achieve positive results.
5. Another idea that likely would lead to positive results is an extension of the
analysis of the algorithms and their time complexity to take into account
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succinct encodings of the output. One clear point where this would be useful,
would be the on the problem of listing st-paths and cycles. In this case, we
believe that the algorithm is already optimally sensitive on the size of the front
coding of the output.
6. Further investigation of the applications of the technique to searching and
indexing of patterns in graphs is recommended. Connected to the previous
point, succinct representations of the output can be used as an index.
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